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Abstract

Training neural networks using the error back—propagation algorithm is a time—consuming task.
The learn time can be reduced by parallelizing the algorithm. Due to the layer—wise composition,
neural networks are well—suited for parallel implementations, at least as long as we stick to this
layer—wise composition.

Now an interesting question can be formulated: Is it possible to introduce parallelism in error
back—propagation learning that is not restricted to the layer—wise composition but does not dam-
age the convergence properties of the algorithm?

It turned out that that using parallelism over the layers only in some cases results in the conver-
gence of the network. In particular, when we use correlated input data, such as in function
approximation, we found that this approach can be successful.

If parallelism is introduced, we need something to realize this with. An obvious solution is the
usage of multiple processing units. However, if we are restricted to some kind of hardware real-
ization with a single processor unit, we should cope with this single unit and get the best out of
it.

A way to achieve parallelism on a single processor unit is to perform computations with less ac-
curacy. For example on a 64—bit processor we could perform two computations in parallel both
with an accuracy of 32 bits. Before this can be realized the next question should be answered:
Can computations be performed with less accuracy without damaging the convergence proper-
ties?

Introducing less accuracy seems very well possible. What we noticed was that the random initial-
ization of the network becomes more important when we use less accuracy. We also looked at
the possibilities of adapting the accuracy in a flexible manner. It turned out that it's very hard
to determine at which point we have to raise the accuracy, although some promising results were
obtained.
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Samenvatti ng

Het trainen van een neuraal netwerk met behuip van het error back—propagation algoritme is een
tijdrovend proces. Dc tijd die nodig is voor het leren kan teruggebracht worden door het algorit-
me te parallelliseren. Doordat neurale netwerken opgedeeld zijn in lagen, zijn ze geschikt voor
parallelle implementaties, in ieder geval zolang we ons aan deze laagsgewijze indeling houden.

Nu kan er een interessante vraag gesteld worden: Is het mogelijk om parallellisme in het error
back—propagation leerproces te introduceren dat niet beperkt is tot de laagsgewijze indeling zon-
der de convergentie van het algoritme aan te tasten?

Het bleek dat het gebruik van parallellisme over de lagen alleen in sommige gevallen resulteerde
in de convergentie van het netwerk. In het bijzonder, wanneer gebruik gemaakt wordt van gecor-
releerde invoer data, zoals bij functie benaderingen, blijkt deze vorm van parallellisme mogelijk
te zijn.

Als we parallellisme introduceren, hebben we iets nodig om dit mee te realizeren. Een voor de
hand liggende oplossing is om meerdere processoren te gebruiken. Echter, als we beperkt worden
door een hardware realisatie met slechts één processor, zullen we het hiermee moeten doen en
hier zo goed mogelijk gebruik van moeten maken.

Een manier om parallellisme te realiseren op een enkele processor is door de berekeningen met
minder nauwkeurigheid uit te voeren. Bijvoorbeeld, op een 64—bit processor kunnen we twee
berekeningen parallel uitvoeren, elk met een nauwkeurigheid van 32 bits. Voordat dit gereali-
seerd kan worden zal eerst de volgende vraag beantwoord moeten worden: Kunnen berekenin-
gen met minder precisie uitgerekend worden zonder dat dit de convergentie van het netwerk
schaadt?

Het introduceren van minder precisie lijkt heel goed mogelijk. Het viel echter wel op dat de ran-
dom initialisatie van het netwerk belangrijker wordt wanneer we minder precisie gebruiken. We
hebben ook gekeken naar de mogelijkheden om de precisie op een flexibele manier aan te passen.
Het bleek dat het erg moeilijk is om het punt waarop moet worden overgegaan naar een hogere
precisie vast te stellen. Desondanks werden enkele veelbelovende resultaten behaald.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Training a neural network using the well—known error back—propagation procedure [51 [16] is

a time consuming task. Over the years various ways to accelerate the learning process by adapt-
ing the original algorithm have been researched [4]. Hardware architectures that allow for a cer-
tain amount of parallelism may well form an additional means to reduce the learning time. In
case a feedforward neural network is considered, it's layer—wise structure provides us with a log-
ical decomposition into parts that can be evaluated in parallel. However, if we restrict ourselves
to a layer—wise decomposition, we may not make full use of the available hardware facilities.

1.1 Computational Order

Consider the following example in which the errors of a 1—5—1 feedforward neural network (a
network with one input, five hidden and one output neuron) will be propagated through the net-
work. Assume that we can process three neurons in parallel. If we stick to a layer—wise decom-
position, we need three computational cycles. During the first cycle, the error of the output neu-
ron will be calculated. In the next two cycles this error will be propagated back to the hidden
neurons and their errors are determined. As these errors are needed to compute the weight—up-
dates of the incoming synapses of the neurons and the input neuron has no incoming synapses,
we don't need to consider the input neuron.

In the above example we need three computational cycles due to the layer—wise decomposition.
Based on the number of neurons, two cycles would be sufficient. With this observation we come
to an important issue of this work, namely:

How should neural networks be part itioned for an optimal usage of the available hard-
ware facilities?

The key question that has to be answered here is to which extent learning depends on the com-
putational order of the network. In terms of our example: Could we train the network if the error
of two of the hidden neurons and the error of the output neuron are computed in parallel? Ob-
viously, the error computations for these two hidden neurons will then be based on an "old" error.
Hence, we can't guarantee on forehand that this parallel implementation of the error back—propa-
gation algorithm will converge. In this report, research is presented towards the possibilities of
changing the computational order of the errors in a neural network, in such a way that the error
back—propagation algorithm still converges, regardless of the changed computational order.

5



Not all network architectures may be composed into layers without affecting the data—flow
through them. Some recurrent architectures are obvious examples of this. The wish to parallelize
these kind of networks too, is another motivation for the research presented here.

1.2 Parallelism versus Accuracy

If we want to introduce parallelism in error back—propagation learning, we need something to
realize this with. The ideal situation would be if we would have multiple processing—units to our

disposal. But if we're restricted to some hardware realization with for example only one process-
ing—unit, we simply should cope with this single processing—unit and get the best out of it.

To make optimal use of the available hardware we would like to introduce parallelism at the ex-

pense of the accuracy of a calculation [7] [10]. Suppose we have a 64-bits processor for our neu-
ral calculations. Then we can perform one neural calculation with an accuracy of 64 bits. We
could also perform two calculations in parallel with an accuracy of 32 bits, or four with an accura-

cy of 16 bits, etc..

Furthermore, if the difference between the new and the old error is small, there is a certain resem-
blance between computations with a limited accuracy and computations with an "old" error. This
fact is another reason for choosing this approach to introduce parallelism.

In the error back—propagation learning process the average absolute error of the network should
be minimized. So if we have a small error, the learning process is nearly done. Hence the preci-
sion of the computation of the error is important, because we want an as exact answer as possible.
On the other hand if we have a large learning error, the network is far from the desired network.
Thus the precision of the computation of the error is less important, because a less exact answer

will do.

Summarizing:

• If we have a small learning error we will use a high accuracy and less parallelism.

• If we have a large learning error we will use a low accuracy and more parallelism.

1.3 Gradient Descent Method

The error back—propagation algorithm (neglecting the momentum term) is an example of a gradi-
ent descent method (see section 3.1). The gradient descent method is a method for the minimiza-
tion of a function of several variables [6]. Starting from an approximation x,, this method obtai-
nes the next approximation of the minimum of the function I by a shift in the direction of the
gradient of the function Vf.

x,1 = — aVf(x) (1.1)

With a the step—length from x,, to x+1.

In the error back—propagation algorithm the weights are updated according to this method:

ô(n)
w11(n + 1) = w1(n) + ?/ a) (1.2)

6



With (n) the error function we want to minimize.

Another example of the gradient descent method is the Newton Raphson Method for finding the
root of a function. This is a rather simple version of the gradient descent method. Here we want
to minimize the function itself. In the next chapter we will take a look at the results of changing
the computational order of the Newton Raphson Method. Here, the computation of the derivative
is expensive. Therefore we don't want to wait until the derivative is calculated, but rather use
"old" derivatives instead. We will describe the effect the changing of the computational order
has on the convergence properties of the Newton Raphson method. Furthermore we describe the
influence of a changing accuracy on Newton Raphson.

After this, a same approach is followed for the error back—propagation algorithm. In chapter 3
we introduce parallelism, in chapter 4 we describe the effect of using less accuracy. And finally
in chapter 5 we will draw some conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Traditional Gradient Descent
Methods

Before we take a look at error back—propagation learning, we will first examine some traditional
gradient descent methods. We do this mainly because these methods are more simple than the
error back—propagation algorithm. In this chapter we will describe different kinds of gradient
descent methods and the effect changing of the computational order has on them. In particular
the effect it has on the convergence of the methods will be discussed. Furthermore the results of
a flexible accuracy adaptation [2] [14] [15] used on gradient descent method are presented.

2.1 Newton Raphson

In this section we will describe the Newton Raphson method (or simply Newton method) for
solving the equation f(x) = 0 [1]. Starting with an approximation of the root (x()), the Newton
Raphson formula will be applied iteratively until the desired root XN is found. The function f(x)
has to be continuous and differentiable on the interval [X,,XN].

2.1.1 The Algorithm

1. Initialize X(J as an approximation of the root.

2. Calculate the new root by taking the tangent line to the function. The intersection of this line
with the x—axis gives the new (approximation of the) root. The tangent line at point x is defined
as:

f'(x) =!° (2.1)

With this formula we can calculate the new root by rewriting equation (2.1) to:

— f(c)
— x

— ( . )J'xn

3. Step 2 has to be repeated until a stable result is accomplished.

9



If we choose f(x) = g '(x) and substitute this in equation (2.2) we get a form of the gradient descent
method as described in section 1.3 (compare equation (1.1) with equation (2.4)):

x.1 =x (2.3)

x,41 = x, — (2.4)

The substitution f(x) = g'(x) is allowed if f(x) is integrable. Because the function is continuous

on the interval [xe, XN] it is also integrable on this interval. This substitution is generalized for more
dimensional space in [11] (pp. 240—241).

2.2 Changing the Computational Order of the Newton Raphson
Method

As shown in the previous section the Newton Raphson method resembles the error back—propa-
gation learning algorithm to some extent. In the following we will show that changing the com-
putational order of the Newton method does not change the convergence of the method signifi-
cantly. In the next chapter we will show this for error back—propagation learning.

If we look at equation (2.2) we see that we need to calculate the function f(x) and the derivative

f(x) of the function. We assume that f(x can be written as a n—th order polynomial equation:

f() = ax" + a_1x"' +... + ax + a0 (2.5)

Evaluation of this function value takes n multiplications. Computation of the derivative is more
complicated, because it involves a division:

f(x + h) — f(x)
j — 1.

(2.6)

Furthermore the main equation (2.2) consist of a division too. This "problem" is solved by multi-
plying with the inverse of f(x), instead of division by f(x).

We will change the Newton Raphson method by separating the task of computing the x—value
and the f—value from that of computing the derivative. The idea is that we don't want to wait until
the right derivative has been computed, but rather take an "old" derivative.

2.3 Mathematical Foundation

If we change the computation order of the Newton Raphson method we use old derivatives. This
means that we use the following equation to find the next approximation of the root:

Xfl1 =Xfl g"(x1) ,n � 1 (2.7)

Instead of equation (2.3) we will now use this equation. What we want is that this equation also
converges under some restrictive conditions. We will proof this in the following.

10



Define v,, - , n � 1 and y x0. Then (xRy) is generated according to the following algo-
rithm (with x1, and x1 chosen arbitrarily):

fx\ fx\ ff1(xy)\
÷i) =fy) = f2(xy)) n � 1 (2.8)

with f1(x,y) x
—

and with f2(x,y) x.

Define a according to g'(a) = 0. Assume g', g" and g" are continuous around a. Then the fol-
lowing holds:

a —x41 =f1(a,a) —f1(x,x)
— af1(x,y) — af1(,,y)1 — (2.9)
— (a xj+ a y,

with (r,,,y) lying on the line segment between (x1,y) and (a,a). To obtain the second equality in
equation (2.9) we have used the Mean Value Theorem for a function of two variables.

Analogous holds:

a _yn ÷ 1 = 2;J(a —x) + af2(xflYfl)(
—y,) (2.10)

with lying on the line segment between (x1,,y) and (a,a). In matrix—notations we obtain:

af1 3f1

a — x, + 1 nYn) (-Y) a — xn
= (2.11)

a —y,÷ t) t3) a —y
Define w (), fi () and call the matrix from equation (2.11) F. Then we can rewrite equa-

tion (2.11) as:

— w,÷1 = F(8 — w) n 1 (2.12)

Introduce the Jacobian—matrix for the functions f and 12:

çL(w) (w)
F(w) (w)

with w = (y) (2.13)

This implies that when w,, lies in the neighborhood of fi, F,, also lies in the neighborhood of F(8).
From equation (2.12) follows:

— w,÷1I 9 — w,j, (2.14)

with the vector—norm IxL max i and the matrix—norm IAL max for x
= () and

Ia11 ai2

A = (a21 a22

11



Now, the following holds:

?Li() (w)
F(w)

= (w) (w)
= g S') (2.15)

ax'

and thus (because fi () and g'(a) = 0):

lo ol
F(fl) = [i o] (2.16)

The eigenvalue of F(fl) is: 0, with multiplicity 2 (and thus the magnitude is also equal to 0).

Lemma:

Let n � 0 be generated by:

fX+i\ (fi(x:n,yn)\ (x\
= f2fl'Yfl)) = IYn) (2.17)

Let () satisfy () = i(). Let .f and 12 be continuously differentiable around Define:

LL(w) ji(w)
. Ix

F(w) = with w = y.
-(w) .a(w)

Assume that the eigenvalues of F(, ) are smaller than 1, in magnitude. Then the algorithm of
equation (2.17) will converge to (h), if (x0,y0) is chosen sufficiently close to

Furthermore, for (xfl,yR) close to (,i):

[(i) —
[F().(()

— ())] (2.18)

The preceding shows that we are allowed to use this lemma on our algorithm of equation (2.8),
under the conditions that g', g" and g" are continuous around a and that x0 is chosen sufficiently
close to a. Conclusion:

Theorem

Let (x,,, n � 0} be generated by:

— gn
xn+1 —xn — iii \, n —

g 'n—1J

Let a satisfy g'(a) = 0. Assume g', g" and g" are continuous around a. Choose x0and x1 suffi-
ciently close to a. Then the algorithm will converge to a.

0
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2.4 A First Experiment: The Regula Falsi Method

In this first experiment we make a few assumptions. First of all we assume that we know the inter-
val [a, b] in which the desired root of the function lies. Secondly we assume that f(a) and f(b) have

different signs (lie on different sides of the root). These two points a and b are the starting points
of our calculations, respectively x,,1 and x,,.

The second assumption we make is that we may approximate f(x) for any x,, and x_1 by the fol-
lowing equation:

_f_i)fn) 220f'(x)
— ( . )

f(a) —f(b) (2.21)
a—b

Notice that when we substitute h,, = a — b in equation (2.6) we get equation (2.21). In literature
this special case of the Newton method is called the Regula Falsi method (see [1] pp. 44 48 and
[11] p. 189). In fact the function f(x) is approximated by a straight line through the points
(x_1, f(x,,_1)) and (x,,, f(x)). The root of this straight line becomes the new approximation x1 of
the root of the function 1. Depending on the sign of ftx+1), the next approximation is made with
x and x, or with x,, and x.4.1, as long as both function values have opposite signs. This proce-
dure is repeated until the root is approximated closely enough (see figure 2.1). In this case
flx+1) <0, so the next approximation will be made with x,, and x,,1.

With these assumptions some experiments have been carried out. In the following a distinction
will be made between the "sequential" method, where we wait until the right derivative has been
calculated, and the "parallel" method, where we don't wait for the right derivative, but take an
"old" derivative when necessary.

2.4.1 Results

We consider the following function:

13
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Figure 2.1: Finding the new approximation of the root (x+1) of the
function fusing the Regula Falsi method.



f(x) = — 9x2 — 66x + 90 (2.22)

The function is drawn in figure 2.2. This function has three zero points: x = — 5.6135, x = 1.1949

and x = 13.4187. In the following these three roots will be approximated using the Regula Falsi
method. We have choosen the following intervals for the different roots:

1. for x = — 5.6 135 we use the interval [— 10, — 2].

2. for x = 1.1949 we use the interval [— 2, 8].

3. for x = 13.4187 we use the interval [8, 15].

-400

Figure 2.2: The function f(x) = x3 — 9x2 — 66x + 90.

Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 show the results of the approximation of these three roots.

A

0

2
N

Figure 2.3: Approximation of root —5.6135 with the "parallel" and
the "sequential" method.
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From these figures it can be seen that for this function the method still converges. Furthermore
the "parallel" method accelerates the process. For this examples these improvements are:

desired
root

parallel method
number of machine cycles

sequential method
number of machine cycles

improvement

—5.6135 531 649 18%

1.1948 206 213 3%

13.4187 189 262 28%

The profit gained by using the "parallel" method instead of the "sequential" method differs from
3% to 29%. The average profit (over a number of experiments with different equations) is

approximately 18%.

1.50
1.40

A 1.30
1.20
1.10
1.00
0.90
0.80

N
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10

25.00

Figure 2.4: Approximation of root 1.1 949 with the "parallel" and the

"sequential" method.

2.4.2 Conclusions

It has been shown that with the "parallel" method the convergence properties are not damaged
and the process is accelerated. But for the method we used (Regula Falsi) we have made some
important assumptions:

• We know the interval [a, b] in which the root lies.

• We can choose the interval [a, bJ in such a way that the signs of the function values f(a)
and f(b) have different signs.

• We approximate the derivative by a straight line through the points (x...1, f(x_1)) and

(x,,, f(x)).
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•1

Figure 2.5: Approximation of root 13.4817 with the "parallel" and
the "sequential" method.

In error back—learning the weight are initialized random. So if we want to minimize the error—
function, we start with one random value. In the next section we will show the results of starting

with just one starting value, rather than with an interval.

2.5 A Second Experiment: The Secant Method

We now take a look at another version of the Newton method: the Secant method. This method
doesn't need the assumption that the function—values f(a) and f(b) have different signs. The Se-
cant method starts with one approximation of the root. The next approximation is found by using
equation (2.2). The derivative in this equation is approximated by:

f(x_1) —ftx)
f'(x) —

(2.23)

Notice that when we substitute h, = — x. in equation (2.6) we get equation (2.23). In litera-
ture this is described as a special case of the Newton method (see [11] p. 189). Initially we don't

know x,,, so we use x,,...1 = x,, + (see also figure 2.6).

2.5.1 Results

Results obtained from experiments with the Secant method are less satisfying than those obtained
with the Regula Falsi method. Several experiments have been done and in all these experiments

16

Especially the first two assumptions are rather strict. If we want to apply such an approach on

error back—learning, it won't be so easy to choose this interval, if we can do it at all.

14.50

14.00

13.50
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12.50

12.00

11.50

11.00
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the same phenomenon occurred when we used the "parallel" version. The "parallel" version has
mainly difficulties with minima and maxima.

We'll describe here one example in which the same function as in section 2.4.1 will be used (fig-
ure 2.2):

f(x)=x3—9x2—66x+90 (2.24)

We have examined the results with different starting values x,, = — 10, — 8,..., 14, 16. The results
of these experiments are shown in the next table:

starting value
parallel method sequential method

machine cycles root machine cycles root

—10 263 —5.6135 255 —5.6135

—8 235 —5.6135 226 —5.6135

—6 166 —5.6135 168 —5.6135

—4 279 —5.6135 224 —5.6135

—2 diverges 257 1.1948

0 218 1.1948 197 1.1948

2 174 1.1948 200 1.1948

4 215 1.1948 254 1.1948

6 260 1.1948 247 1.1948

8 diverges 649 13.4 187

10 diverges 333 13.4187

12 211 13.4187 269 13.4187

17
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Figure 2.6: Finding the new approximation of the root x of the
functionf using the Secant method.



continued

starting value

parallel method sequential method

machine cycles root machine cycles root

14 148 13.4187 169 13.4187

16 230 13.4187 229 13.4187

When we take a look at this table we see that problems arise in the neighborhood of — 2 and at

the interval 8.. 10. By taking a closer look at these neighborhoods, we notice the following:

When using the "sequential" method (see also figure 2.7):
Points on the interval <i—, — 3.0] converge to — 5.6135.

Points on the interval < — 3.0, — 2.1 > converge to — 5.6135, 1.1948 or 13.4 187.

Points on the interval [— 2.1, 7.7] converge to 1.1948.

Points on the interval < 7.7, 8.6 > converge to — 5.6135, 1.1948 or 13.4187.

Points on the interval [8.6, —> converge to 13.4187.

Figure 2.7: The function fwith the intervals in which the problems
occur The dashed lines denote the interval for the sequential method

and the straight lines the interval for the parallel method.

When using the "parallel" method (see also figure 2.7):
Points on the interval <—, — 3.9] converge to — 5.6 135.

Points on the interval < — 3.9, — 3.4 > converge to — 5.6135, 1.1948 or 13.4187.

Points on the interval [— 3.4, — 1.6] diverge.

Points on the interval [— 1.6, 7.2] converge to 1.1948.

Points on the interval <7.2, 10.1 > diverge.
Points on the interval [10.1, 10.5] converge to — 5.6135.

500

—10

—500

—1000

4
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Points on the interval < 10.5, 11.0 > diverge.

Points on the interval [11.0, -.> converge to 13.4187.

The intervals in which the problems occur, this is where the "parallel" method has changing con-
vergence points or diverges and the "sequential" method has changing convergence points, lie
around the maximum (x = — 2.56776) and the minimum (x = 8.56776) of the function. In the
neighborhood of these points the derivative of the function is rather flat. This means that the next
approximation will lie far away from the previous approximation. When the derivative is less
flat the method will converge more easily. If we use "old" derivatives, what we do when we use
the "parallel" method, we will use these flat derivatives at wrong places, and the effect of it will
be enhanced. As a consequence the method can diverge.

More generally, at intervals where the function is monotonous ascending or descending, both
methods will converge correctly. However, if the derivative approaches zero (becomes flat), both
methods have difficulties, and the "parallel" version can even diverge. By the "parallel" method
the area in which the problems occur is larger.

If the function of figure 2.7 will be changed so that the minimum of the function lies just above
the x—axis (see figure 2.8a), both methods have problems when we start in the neighborhood of
this minimum. The "sequential" method ends in the minimum and the "parallel" method di-

verges.

:\NJ/

Figure 2.8: Two slightly dfferent functions than figure 2.7.
(a) Function with minimum just above the x—axis.
(b) Function with a saddle—point and only one root.

If we change the function in such a way that it has a saddle—point, we experience almost the same
problems as with minima and maxima. In the neighborhood of a saddle—point the derivative of
the function approaches zero as well. The difference between saddle—points and minima or maxi-
ma is that with saddle—points there is no change of sign of the derivative when going from a point
at one side of the saddle—point to the other side of the saddle—point. If we choose a simple func-
tion with only one saddle point and no minima or maxima it has one root (see figure 2.8b). If
we approximate this root using the "sequential" method it will converge correctly (it can't get
stuck in a minima or maxima, and it can't converge to a "wrong" zero—point). The "parallel" ver-
sion does have difficulties near the saddle—point. The reason for this is the flatness of the deriva-
tive in this point, which causes the approximations lie far away from each other.
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2.5.2 Conclusions

If the secant method is to converge one should choose x0 close enough to the desired root XN [1].

The previous sections have shown that when x0 is chosen near the root, the method will converge

correctly, both for the "sequential" and the "parallel" method.

Now that it has been shown that it's possible to use old derivatives by the secant method, we will

examine the results of using less accurate computations.

2.6 Using Less Accurate Computations

In this section we will use the same example as described in the previous section: solving f(x) = 0

for equation (2.22) (see figure 2.2) with the Secant method. The difference is that we now use
less accurate computations, this means that we perform computations with less than the maxi-

mum available number of bits. If it's possible to perform computations with less bits, we "save"
bits. With these left—over bits we could perform another computation in parallel.

The disadvantage of this form of parallelism is that the results of the computations are sometimes
less accurate. When we start a Newton—procedure, we are (relatively) far from the desired root,

so a less accurate answer will do. When we are near the desired root we should need more accura-

cy. For this we adapt the accuracy according to the distance of the current approximation to the
desired root. If this distance is small we will use a high accuracy, if the distance is large we will

use a lower accuracy and if the distance is somewhere in between we will use an average accuracy

(see also source code, appendix A, section A.l.8 and [2] [15]). This method will be referred to
as the "flexible" method from now on.

2.6.1 Results

First of all we would like to know wether the Secant method still converges if we use less accurate

answers for our computations. To show this we compare the "flexible" method1 with the "se-
quential" method. In the next table these results are shown.

starting value

flexible method sequential method

machine cycles root machine cycles root

—10 299 —5.6135 255 —5.6135

—8 228 —5.6135 226 —5.6135

—6 210 —5.6135 168 —5.6135

—4 247 —5.6135 224 —5.6135

—2 285 1.1948 257 1.1948

0 246 1.1948 197 1.1948

2 194 1.1948 200 1.1948

I. We consider the sequential method with changing accuracy. For now we don'tconsider the parallel ver-

sion.
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continued

starting value

flexible method sequential method

machine cycles root machine cycles root

4 291 1.1948 254 1.1948

6 282 1.1948 247 1.1948

8 268 13.4187 649 13.4187

10 313 13.4187 333 13.4187

12 298 13.4187 269 13.4187

14 210 13.4187 169 13.4187

16 254 13.4187 229 13.4187

In general the "normal" sequential method is slightly faster in terms of the number of machine
cycles needed than the "flexible" one. In some cases the flexible method is faster.

Now that we have shown that the "flexible" method also converges, we want to combine the re-
sults of the "flexible" method and the "parallel" method. The results of these two method are
shown in the next table.

starting value

parallel flexible method

machine cycles root

—10 278 —5.6135

—8 244 —5.6135

—6 215 —5.6135

—4 274 —5.6135

—2 diverges

0 223 1.1948

2 147 1.1948

4 209 1.1948

6 225 1.1948

8 diverges

10 diverges

12 227 13.4187

14 159 13.4187

16 228 13.4187

From this table we see that when we combine the parallel and the sequential method the conver-
gence properties are not damaged. The cases which diverge are caused by the introduction of
parallelism (see section 2.5.1).
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2.6.2 Conclusions

As shown in the previous section the convergence properties are notdamaged by using the "flex-

ible" method. Combining this result with the results of the previous sections, we could introduce

parallelism in return for a less accurate intermediate—answers. What we eventually want to ac-

complish is the following:

The degree of parallelism will be determined by the used accuracy. And the accuracy
is adapted according to the distance of the current approximation to the desired root.

This will be shown in the next chapters, where we use the results obtained in this chapter in error

back—propagation learning.
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Chapter 3

Introducing Parallelism in Error
Back—Propagation

In this chapter we introduce parallelism in error back—propagation learning. Especially we
would like to introduce parallelism that is not restricted to the layer—wise composition of neural
networks.

We will start with a short overview of the error back—propagation algorithm. Furthermore we
introduce parallelism in the "original" algorithm. We will show some experiments and we'll ex-
amine the results of them.

Analogous to the previous chapter we will denote the normal method used to perform the back—
propagation algorithm as the "sequential" method and the parallel version as the "parallel" meth-
od.

3.1 Error Back—Propagation

If we want to reduce the learning time of a neural network we may adapt "original" the error
back—propagation algorithm [12]. Error back—propagation learning is used to train multi—layer
feedforward networks by adapting the weights of the network in a gradient—descent like manner.
This process is repeated until the desired network is established. For this we need to know the
desired output of the network on forehand (supervised learning). This desired output will be
compared with the actual output and the error will then be "propagated" back through the net-
work. Several input—patterns and their outputs are presented to the network. This procedure is
repeated until the average sum of the (output)errors is minimized. In the following we will de-
scribe this algorithm.

3.1.1 The Algorithm

In this section a brief description of the error back—propagation algorithm is given (as described
in [5]). We will start with the notation used.

x1(n) the i—th input value of the n—th input—pattern.
y(n) the output value of neuron i in layer tin response to the n—th pattern.
v(n) the internal activation value of neuron i in layer 1 in response to the n—th pattern.
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w?(n) the synaptic weight from neuron i to neuron j in layer 1 at the moment the n—th

pattern is presented.
the activation function associated with neuron i in layer 1.

or(n) the internal error signal of neuron i in layer 1 in response to the n—th pattern.

d1(n) the desired output of neuron i belonging to the n—th pattern.
e(n) the error of the output neuron i belonging to the n—th pattern.
a the momentum term.

the learning rate.

Next the algorithm will be described in five steps, at the end ofeach step, a pseudo code descrip-

tion of the step is given.

1. In the first step the weights w(O) of the network are initialized. The biases of the network are

represented by the weights w0 which are connected to a fixed input equal to 1.

Initializing weights:

for 1 = first layer second last layer
for i = first neuron in layer 1 last neuron in layer 1

for j = first neuron fed by i last neuron fed by i do

(n) = random

od
od

2. The second step involves the presentation of the input patterns x,(n), for n = 1,2,3

Presenting input—patterns:

for n = first input pattern last input pattern 4

x(n) = input(n)

3. In the third step the network is evaluated from the input layer to the output layer (the forward

pass). This means that for each hidden and output neuron the internal activation v and the output

value y, are calculated according to:

vco(n) = wc')(n)y'—1)(n) (3.1)

yY)(n) = qO(v(n)) with 1 input layer (3.2)

with p the number of neurons in the previous layer (1 — 1) and

= x1<n) with 1 = input layer (3.3)

For the activation function q' of the hidden and output neurons we choose the sigmoid function:
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()(I) = 1 34
J I 1+exp(—v.(n))

I

This sigmoidal nonlinearity is commonly used in multi—layer feedforward neural networks. An
activation function should be differentiable. The derivative of this sigmoid function is as follows:

exp(— vQ)(n))
(l)(l) = 1 35

1 1 [1 + exp(— v (n))1

exp( — vco(n))

As y°(n) = = 1 + exp(— v°(n))
and 1 — y°(n)

= 1 + exp( — v°(n))
we can simplify the de-

rivative of the activation function to:

q;(O(v(n)) =yr(n)[1 —40(n)] (3.6)

We will use this activation function2 and it's derivative in the pseudo code descriptions of the
error back—propagation algorithm.

For input neurons the identity function will serve as activation function (as can be observed from
equation (3.3)). Hence these neurons are nothing more than the interface between the network
and the outside world.

Forward pass:

for 1 = first layer last layer
j = first neuron in layer 1 last neuron in layer 1 do

j 1 == input layer then

(n) = x1 (n)
else /* 1 is not input layer */

v1(n) = 0

for i = first neuron feeding j
last neuron feeding j

(n) = v1 (n) + (n) *y1 (n)

(1) 1
y (n)=

1 + exp(—v1(n))

fi
od

Note that "first neuron feedingj' represents the bias of neuron i.

4. In the fourth step the errors of the neurons are computed starting with the output layer and then
propagating these errors back through the network (the backward pass). The errors of the output
neurons are calculated by subtracting the calculated output from the desired output:

e{n) = d1.(n) — yJO(n) with 1 = output layer (3.7)

2. In the following, we will use the sigmoid on a range from 0 to 1 as activation function.
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The internal error signals ô, for the output layer are calculated by multiplying e(n) with the deriv-

ative of the activation function:

= q,'(O(v')(n))e)(n) with 1 = output layer (3.8)

These errors will be propagated back through the network. The error signals of the neurons in

other layers are calculated by:

= q,'(')(v)(n)) with 1 output layer (3.9)

With these error signals the adjustments to the synaptic weights can be computed according to
the following equation (the generalized delta rule):

w)(n + 1) = w')(n) + a[w(0(n) — w(2(n — 1)] + ,ô(n)y'')(n) (3.10)

This results in the following algorithm:

Backward pass:

for 1 = first layer second last layer
i = first neuron in layer 1 last neuron in layer 1

bpe1 (n) = 0

od

1 = output layer
I = first neuron in layer 1 last neuron in layer 1

bpe1 (n) = d(n) — y1 (n)

for 1 = output layer second layer
i = first neuron in layer 1 last neuron in layer 1 4

ö1> (n) = yl) (n) * [1 — y(l) (n)
]

* bpe1 (n)

for j = first neuron feeding i last neuron feeding i

(n) = bpe1' (n) + (n) * (n)

(n + 1) = (n) + a (w (n) — (n — 1)) +

* b1 (n) * (l—l) (n)

The main idea of the algorithm is that for each neuron (if possible) the error of their feeding neu-

rons are (partially) updated. Furthermore the synapses between this neuron and its feeding neu-
rons are updated too. So

• for each neuron lit's contribution to the error signals Ô) of all feeding neurons j is calcu-

lated,

• for each neuron I the weights wq on the feeding synapses are updated
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5. Steps 2, 3 and 4 are repeated until a stable network is accomplished.

Stability check:

repeat
n= 0

Presenting input—patterns
Forward pass
Backward pass
n+ +

until network is stable

In practice we do not proceed until the network is stable, but until the (root mean square) error
of the network drops below a specified level.

3.2 Introducing Parallelism

In this section we introduce parallelism in the error back—propagation algorithm. As described
in section 3.1 we distinguish two passes: the forward pass, where the evaluation of the network
is done and the backward pass, where the trainings process is performed. In this section we will

introduce parallelism in the backward pass.

3.2.1 Motivation for Using Parallelism in the Backward Pass

There are several reason for choosing to introduce parallelism in the backward pass instead of
in the forward pass.

First of all, the main profit can be gained in the backward pass as it involves a substantial number
of multiplications to calculate each weight update. Admittedly, the forward pass uses multiplica-
tions too, but if we compare equation (3.1) to equations (3.8) to (3.10) the difference shows clear-

ly.

Furthermore, if we want to introduce parallelism in the forward pass, the layer—wise composition
of the network may lead to inefficient use of the available resources. We will illustrate this with
two examples of the exclusive—or problem.

In the first example we will introduce parallelism in the evaluation process of the exclusive—or
problem modelled by a 2—2—1 feedforward network. We assume that we can perform two parallel
computations. Then the following scheme will be performed:

• the two input neurons will be evaluated,

• the two hidden neurons will be evaluated,

• the output neuron will be evaluated.

Because the parallelism is limited to the layers, this will work fine. It will cost three cycles to
evaluate the network. Sequential it would have cost five cycles (one for each neuron). So we will

gain two cycles per evaluation of the network.
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In the next example we will use three parallel computations, to use all available resources, instead
of the two used above. Then the following scheme will be performed to evaluate the network:

• the two input neurons and one hidden neuron will be evaluated,

• the other hidden neuron and the output neuron will be evaluated.

This time we have introduced parallelism over the layers. With this we have introduced some
problems. The first, and most serious, problem is that the result at the output is not correct.

Assume the first pattern we present to the network is 00, which matches an output 0. The second

pattern is 0 1, which matches an output 1. If we evaluate the network with these two input patterns
and three parallel computations, the following will happen:

0

(0,0) (0,1)

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Two steps of the parallel evaluation process for the exclu-
sive—or problem with three parallel computations. The numbers to the
right of the neurons denote the input or output patterns. The bracketed

numbers to the left of the neurons denote the values that are propagated.
The arrow beneath the output neuron denotes that the propagated value

is compared with the desired output of the network

First we evaluate the network with the first input pattern. Because we perform three computa-
tions in parallel, the hidden neurons and the output neuron are considered at the same time. The
outputs of the hidden neurons will be computed correctly, according to the input pattern 00 and
the synaptic weights between the hidden and the input neurons. However, the output of the output
neuron, will be computed at the same time. So the output neuron can't use the new outputs of
the hidden neurons (because these aren't computed yet), and should use the "old" output values
of the hidden neurons, for the computation of its output. Because this is the first evaluation of
the network this will be based on the random initialization (see figure 3.1 a).

Then the second input pattern will be presented to the network. This again results in correct out-
put values for the hidden neurons, but because we perform three computations in parallel, the
output of the output neuron will again be based an "old output values of the hidden neurons.
These "old" values are the values that were computed based on the previous input pattern 0 0.
So the output of the output neuron will be based 0 0, instead of on the current pattern 0 1 (see

figure 3.1 b).
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This output value will be compared to the target value. So what will happen is that an output value
based on input pattern 00 will be compared to a target value 1 (which belongs to input pattern

o 1). This is obviously not what we want.

Our second example pointed out that we can't tell on forehand if we get the right output values
if we perform computations in parallel in the evaluation pass. This depends on the number of
parallel computations and especially if these neurons that are updated in parallel are in different

layers.

For these reasons, the more expensive computation of the backward pass and the "wrong" output
values by introducing parallelism over the layers, we decided to introduce parallelism in the
backward pass, instead of in the forward pass. The fact that the learning process resembles the
Newton Raphson method (gradient descent) and that we have seen in chapter 2 that it is possible
to change the computational order in the Newton Raphson method, are indications that it is pos-
sible to introduce parallelism over the layers in error back propagation. In the next section we
will introduce a parallel implementations of the error back—propagation algorithm.

input neurons

hidden neurons

hidden neurons

output neurons

Figure 3.2: A 2—3—3—2feedforward neural network. The neurons are
numbered from one to ten, starting with the input neurons, followed by

the hidden neurons and finishing with the output neurons.

3.2.2 Adapting the backward pass

We want to introduce parallelism in the backward pass in the following way. We assume we can
perform N neural computations in parallel. Furthermore we assume that the neurons are num-
bered in a way as shown in figure 3.2. The first input neuron gets the lowest number, followed
by the next input neuron which gets the next number. This is repeated for all input neurons, hid-
den neurons (starting with the first hidden layer) and output neurons. We need these numbers to
denote the order in which the errors of the neurons should be updated. So we do stick to some
kind of order, but we won't be restricted to the layers.
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For example, assume N = 4 and that we have a network as shown in figure 3.2. In this example
we compute the errors of neurons 10, 9, 8 and 7 in parallel in the first cycle and we compute the

errors of neurons 6, 5,4 and 3 in parallel in the next cycle. As the input neurons haven't got any
incoming synapses, and thus the errors of these neurons don't have to be computed, we do not

consider these neurons here.

3.2.3 Scheduling

What we eventually want to realize is a system that computes N weight updates in parallel. So
we have (in some way) N units that can perform these computations. We would like to assign
neurons to these units in such a way that the units are used optimally. Thus we would like to have

some kind of a scheduling algorithm.

Let's consider the same example of the previous section (figure 3.2). Assume again that N = 4.

An optimal scheduling algorithm for this example would be:

• Assign neuron 10 to unit 1 and let it perform the necessary computations.

• Assign neuron 9 to unit 2 and let it perform the necessary computations.

• Assign neuron 8 to unit 3 and let it perform the necessary computations.

• Assign neuron 7 to unit 4 and let it perform the necessary computations.

• As soon as a unit finishes, assign neuron 6 to it and let it perform the necessary computa-

tions.

• As soon as a unit finishes, assign neuron 5 to it and let it perform the necessary computa-

tions.

• As soon as a unit finishes, assign neuron 4 to it and let it perform the necessary computa-

tions.

• As soon as a unit finishes, assign neuron 3 to it and let it perform the necessary computa-

tions.

Before we introduce such a scheduling algorithm we firstneed to know whether introducing par-
allelism over the layers in the backward pass of the error back—propagation algorithm does not
damages the convergence properties. For this we introduce a kind of pseudo—parallelism. This

means that the computations that should be performed in parallel (N neurons):

• are performed sequential,

• the result of these computations are stored in temporary variables,

• and finally these temporary variables are assigned to the actual variables and these vari-

ables are stored.

This should be repeated for the next N neurons.

This kind of simulated parallelism is used in the next sections for the two versions of the error

back—propagation algorithm.

3.2.4 Adapting the "original" algorithm

The backward pass of the "original" algorithm is changed to perform N weight updates in paral-
lel. For N neurons, starting at the output layer the error signals of their feeding neurons and the
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weights of their incoming synapses are updated in parallel. Then the next N neurons will be con-
sidered. This is repeated until we reach the input layer. The variable i denotes the neuron that
is currently considered.

We assume the neurons are numbered as described in section 3.2.2, so starting with one for the
first input neuron and numbering further via the hidden neurons until the output neurons. Fur-
thermore we assume that we have calculated the number of neurons in the network, the number
of input neurons and the number of output neurons.

By introducing parallelism we introduce a problem, namely that the back—propagated errors are
set to zero at the beginning of the backward pass. When we perform computations in two differ-
ent layers in parallel, the back—propagated errors are still zero or partiallyupdated, and thus we
will propagate this zero (or partial updated) value back to the previous layer. This is probably
not what we want3. We don't want to wait until the new error is calculated, but rather continue
with an old error (not zero or partial updated). So we have to store the old errors before setting
them to zero.

This involves another problem, we need to know whether the error is partially updated or totally
updated (new). We will do this by using a flag errorused, which denotes whether the error of
this neuron is already used to calculate the error of a neuron in the previous layer.

This results in the following pseudo—parallel implementation of the backward pass of the error
back—propagation algorithm:

Backward pass:

1* initialization */

for i = first hidden neuron last hidden neuron do

olderror1 = bpe
bPe = 0

errorused = false
od
/ set backprop errors for the output neurons I

i = first output neuron last output neuron

bpe(n) =d(n) Yj(fl)
errorused = false

od
1* get last neuron /
i = last neuron
1* main loop: repeat until an input neuron is reached */
while i 1= input neuron

1* pseudo parallel loop */
for nrpar = 1 N dQ

1* if a neuron is not an output neuron check it's error /
if i!= output neuron then

1* check if error is new /

3. Instead of using an old error we could use a partially updated error. For now we chose to use the old
error, or the new error when it is totally updated. Another version of the algorithm could be derived if we
didn't initialize the errors to zero, but rather subtracted the contribution of the old error and added the con-
tribution of the new error. The disadvantage of this last version is that it involves a lot of administration.
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newerror = true
for j = first neuron fed by i last neuron fed by i 42

it Ierrorused then

newerror = false
break

fi

24
1* if the error is not totally updated use old error /
j Inewerror then

bpe = olderror

fi
1* compute error signals */

b(n) = yj(n) * (1 — Yj(fl)] *bpe(n)

for j = first neuron feeding i last neuron feeding i 42
/*compute backprop error and new weight and store them in

temporary variables */

tempbpe(n) =bpe(n) +b(n)*w(n)
tempw(n+l) =wjj(n) +a* [w(n) —w(n—1)] +

q*ö(n) *y(n)

1* compute bias *1

tempw0(n) =w0(n) +u' [w0(n) —w0(n—1)J +iö
1* get previous neuron /
i = previous neuron
/*jf we have reached the input layer break from the

"pseudo parallel loop" *1it i = input neuron then
break

fi

24 1* pseudo parallel loop *1
/*now "nrpar" denotes the number of neurons that are updated

pseudo—parallel, these "nrpar" neurons should be really

updated, so copy the temporary variables to the real

variables, and set errorused to true /
i = i + nrparf nr = 1 to nrpar 42

for j = first neuron feeding i last neuron feeding i 42

bpe(n) = tempbpe(n)
wjj(n + 1) = tempw1(n + 1)

od

w0(n) = tempw0
errorused = true
i = previous neuron

24 1* main loop */
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3.3 Experiments

In the next section we consider some experiments we have conducted with the parallel version
of error back—propagation. In all these experiments we distinguish "the sequential method", "the
parallel method". There are a few question we would like to answer here:

Does the parallel method converge?

Is the parallel method better than the sequential one?

Does the kind of experiment infects the convergence of the parallel method?

We have considered the following problems:

Exclusive—or
Sine function
Three functions problem

In the following sections experiments done with these problems are described and the results of
these experiments are analyzed. Each section will start with a description of the problem, fol-
lowed by some general information. This information holds for all different experiments per-
formed for a specific problem. Then the results of the experiment are given and finally an analy-
sis of these results is presented.

The general information consists of:

• the learning rate ('i)

• the momentum term (a)

• the maximum number of training cycles (if this number is reached the training process
stops)

• the minimum error (if the absolute error of the network has reached this minimum error
the training process stops)

• the number of different data patterns used

• the percentage of the data set that is used for training

Presentation of the results of experiments start with some information about the experiment con-
sidered. This information consists of:

• the kind of network,

• a figure in which the network is shown,

• whether input is presented in a random or an ordered way,

• the kind of method that is used for learning (sequential or parallel),

• if a parallel method is used, the number of parallel computations.
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Note that the total number of input patterns will be randomly divided in a train—set and a test—set.

Presenting the input random means that the train—set will be put in a random order and is then
presented to the network. If the whole train—set has been presented, the train—set will be put in

an(other) random order again, then this will be presented etc.. Presenting the input ordered means

that the train—set (which is chosen random from all the input patterns is presented in an ordered

way.

After the information about the experiment, the results of the experiment are given. This in-

cludes:

• the number of training cycles needed to obtain the result

• the (final) average absolute error obtained during training

• the (final) average absolute error obtained during testing

• the results of the evaluation of the network (graphical or textual)

Finally some remarks about the results are made.

Note that for all experiments that were done only the most relevant experiments will be presented

here. If the same experiment is repeated it is not said that it results in the same trained network.
After all, the initial values of the weights depend on the random initialization of the network.

This, and the fact that weight updates depend on the (random) order in which the training samples

are presented to the network almost ensures that the final network will be slightly different each
time an experiment is repeated. For this reason we present here the results of that experiment that

is most representative for this type of experiment

3.4 Exclusive—or

The exclusive—or problem (XOR) is a special example of classifying points in an unit hypercube,

where only the four corners of this hypercube are considered. There are only two classes, class
0 and class 1, and each point on the hypercube belongs to one of these classes. There are four
different input patterns, namely (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1). Each of these input patterns belongs

either to class 0 or to class 1. To be precise:

OXORO=0
OXOR I = 1

1 XORO= 1
1 XOR 1=0

So input patterns (0,0) and (1,1) belong to class 0 and input patterns (0,1) and (1,0) belong to

class 1.

The exclusive-or problem is an example of a non linear separable problem. This can be shown
from figure 3.3. If a problem is linear separable the two classes can be divided by a straight line.

In the case of the XOR this is not possible.
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(0,1)

(0,0)

Figure 3.3: The exci usive—or problem.

Non linear separable problems can not be solved by a network without a hidden layer. So a hidden
layer is definitely needed here.

3.4.1 Results

Because the input data of the exclusive—or hasn't got any kind of order, we can't really talk about
input that is presented random or ordered. In this experiment random input means that every time
a pattern is chosen randomly from the four possibilities.

The input patterns and the target patterns are scaled. The input patterns to 0.1 and 1.0 and the
output patterns to 0.1 and 0.95.

Testing the network of the exclusive—or, consists of the presentation of the four input patterns
to the network and the results of an evaluation of the network with these four inputs. Also the
performance of the network is given, this is the percentage of the input patterns that are classified
correctly. All output larger than 0.7 is considered to be class 1 and all output smaller than 0.3
is considered to be class 0.

Because the four input patterns are completely different for the exclusive-or problem, we do not
divide the patterns in training patterns and test patterns.

After each 1000 patterns presented to the network, the error of the network is compared with the
minimum error. If the error drops below this minimum the trainings process is ended. The pro-
cess can only be stopped if a multiple of 1000 patterns has been presented to the network.

General information:
learn rate = 0.5
momentum term = 0.7
maximum number of trainings cycles = 100000
minimum absolute error = 0.00001
number of different data patterns = 4
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A) Network information:
learning exclusive—or
uses a random initialized 2 2 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method

Results:
XOR: after 18000 training cycles:
average error over training—patterns: 0.000006
average error over test—patterns: 0.000005
inputs: 0.100000 0.100000 output: 0.100000
inputs: 0.100000 1.000000 output: 0.949993
inputs: 1.0000000.100000 output: 0.949993
inputs: 1.000000 1.000000 output: 0.100004
performance 100 %

Remarks: The exclusive—or can be learned by a 2—2—I network using the sequential method.

B) Network information:
learning exclusive-or
uses a random initialized 2 2 1 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 1 parallel computation(s)

Results:
XOR: after 18000 training cycles:
average error over training—patterns: 0.000007
average error over test—patterns: 0.000006
inputs: 0.100000 0.100000 output: 0.100001
inputs: 0.100000 1.000000 output: 0.949991
inputs: 1.000000 0.100000 output: 0.949991
inputs: 1.000000 1.000000 output: 0.100005
performance 100 %

Remarks: As expected the parallel method with one parallel computation also converges cor-
rectly. This indicates a (at least partially) correct implementation of the algorithm.
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C) Network information:
learning exclusive—or
uses a random initialized 2 2 1 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 2 parallel computation(s)

Results:
XOR: after 100000 (maximum) training cycles:
average error over test—patterns: 0.274800
average error over test—patterns: 0.274800
inputs: 0.1000000.100000 output: 0.115840
inputs: 0.100000 1.000000 output: 0.715804
inputs: 1.000000 0.100000 output: 0.7 14294
inputs: 1.000000 1.000000 output: 0.7 13459
performance 75 %

Remarks: Introducing two parallel computations results in a not correctly trained network. A
performance of 75% doesn 't look so bad, but fwe take a closer look to the results of this experi-
ment we see that input pattern (1, 1) is always mis—classified. In fact the network has learned
to produce the OR instead of the XOR.

D) Network information:
learning exclusive-or
uses a random initialized 22 1 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 3 parallel computation(s)

Results:
XOR: after 100000 training cycles:
average error over training—patterns: 0.4 19670
average error over test—patterns: 0.42 1528
inputs: 0.100000 0.100000 output: 0.491538
inputs: 0.100000 1.000000 output: 0.509362
inputs: 1.000000 0.100000 output: 0.508265
inputs: 1.000000 1.000000 output: 0.5 12202
performance 0 %

Remarks: If we introduce three parallel computations, the network can not even classify one
input pattern correctly.
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E) Network information:
learning exclusive—or
uses a random initialized 2 3 1 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 2 parallel computation(s)

Results:
XOR: after 19000 training cycles:
average error over training—patterns: 0.000007
average error over test—patterns: 0.000004
inputs: 0.100000 0.100000 output: 0.100000
inputs: 0.100000 1.000000 output: 0.949993
inputs: l.0000000.l00000 output: 0.949996
inputs: 1.000000 1.000000 output: 0.100005
performance 100 %

Remarks: If we enlarge the network to a 231 network it does converges with two parallel com-
putations.

3.4.2 Discussion

First of all we notice that the results of the first two experiments (A and B) are nearly the same.
This is what we expect because these experiments are: one sequential and one with the parallel
method with one parallel computation. The parallel method performed with only one parallel
computations should equal the sequential method. The differences are caused by the random init-
ialization.

Furthermore we see that the results of the parallel methods are rather disappointing. The 2—2—1
networks with two and three parallel computations (C and D), have great difficulties learning
the exclusive—or. These two examples have in common that, at a certain time, neurons from two
different layers are considered at the same time (see figure 3.4).

This implies that some neurons in the hidden layers are updated according to "old" values of the
error. Obviously the network can't deal with this old values when learning the exclusive—or prob-
lem. An "old" error is based on the previous input pattern.

Let's consider the first example that fails (figure 3.4a). In this example two neurons are updated
at the same time. Because there is only one output neuron, one of the hidden neurons will be up-
dated at the same time as this neuron (neuron 5 and neuron 4) . So neuron 4 does all it's computa-
tion with old values. Assume the next four input patterns were presented to the network: (0, 0),
(0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1), in this order. Then we observe the following:

• Input pattern (0,0) corresponds to a target value of 0. The error of neuron 5 based on this
target value will be propagated back.

• Next input pattern (0,1) is presented to the network. This input corresponds to a target
value of 1. The error of neuron 5 is based on this target value. According to this error
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weight updates are made and this error is propagated back. Neuron 3 uses this back propa-
gated error. But neuron 4, which is considered at the same time as neuron 5 uses the back
propagated error corresponding to the previous input pattern. This error was based on a
target value of 0 (instead of 1) and as the weight updates made by this neuron will be
based on this value the training process is corrupted beyond repair.

• The next input patterns cause a similar behavior. This is shown in figure 3.5.

(a)

1: neurons 4 and 5 are con-
sidered.
2: neuron 3 is considered.
3: the above is repeated for
a new input pattern.

V
(b)

1: neurons 3, 4 and 5 are

considered.
2: this is repeated for a new
input pattern.

Figure 3.4: Two examples of 2—2—1 networks that do not converge
when parallelism is introduced. Two parallel computations (a) and

three parallel computations (b) are used. In both cases neurons from
different layers are updated at the same time.

Summarizing, neuron 4 computes weight updates in a half of the cases with a wrong propagated
error.

(0,0) (0,1) (1,0) (1,1)

0 1V010VI
Figure 3.5: Four input patterns presented to a 2—2—I network with
two parallel computations (neuron 4 and neuron 5). And the effects
the input patterns have on the back propagated error. The numbers

denote whether this error is based on a target of 0 or 1.

If we enlarge the network to a 2—3—1 network and use a parallel method with two parallel com-
putations (experiment E) the network does learn the exclusive—or. The reason for this is that the

0 1 0
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network learns to "ignore" the hidden neuron that is computed in parallel with the output by set-
ting the weight on its incoming and outgoing synapses (almost) to zero. Effective result: a 2—2—1

network in which neurons in different layers are update sequentially and thus a network that does

converge.

As seen from the experiments done with the exclusive—or this network can not cope with parallel
computation in different layers. The reason for this is that an old value can be the total opposite
of the correct value (0 versus 1). More so this in half of all the cases this old value is wrong.

3.5 Sine Function

This experiment attempts to learn the sine function. A x—value is presented to the network and
the network should produce the corresponding output—value, sin(x). As inputs, values on the in-
terval [0, 2it] are used, resulting in outputs between [—1, 1]. These values will be scaled during
training, but are scaled back eventually, in order to generate an output plot using the original in-

tervals. In figure 3.6 the sine function is drawn on the interval used.

1.00

0.50

0.00

—0.50

—1.00
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

Figure 3.6: The sine function at interval [0, 2,rJ.

As we have seen with the exclusive-or experiments, the network is not capable to learn the exclu-
sive-or when we introduce parallelism that is not restricted to one layer. The reason for this was
that the input patterns of the exclusive-or are totally opposite. The input patterns of the sine func-
tions are correlated, especially when we present the input in an ordered way to the network. An
"old" value is then based on an input pattern that does not differ much from the current input
pattern. At least there is some correlation between the current input pattern andthe previous one.

3.5.1 Results

To learn the sine function 200 patterns are created on the interval [0, 2t]. These patterns are di-
vided in a train—set and a test—set. The train—set is presented during learning. Contrary to the ex-
clusive-or problem, the presentation of one input pattern is not denoted as one cycle, but the pre-
sentation of the entire train—set is denoted as one cycle.

The test—set is used to test if the network has learned the function correctly. The patterns in the
test—set do not occur in the training—set, so to the network these patterns are entirely new. In this
case 30% of the patterns is used for training and the other 70% is used for testing.
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For each experiment we have done with the sine function a plot will be included with the results
of the test—set.

If the train—set is presented 25 times the error of the network will be compared to the minimum
error. If the error drops below this minimum the trainings process is ended. The process can only
be stopped if a multiple of 25 times the train—set has been presented to the network.

maximum number of trainings cycles = 20000

minimum absolute error = 0.01

number of different data patterns = 200
percentage of data used for training = 30%

uses a random initialized 1 6 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method

Results:
SINE after 1025 times present-
ing the training set: o.so

average (absolute) error over o.oo
training—patterns: 0.009474

—0.50
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.0 11084

Remarks: The sequential method converges correctly.
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General information:
learn rate = 0.9
momentum term = 0.2

A) Network information:
learning sine
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B) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 6 1 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 1 parallel computation(s)

Results:
SINE after 700 times presenting
the training set: 0.50

average (absolute) error over o.oo
training—patterns: 0.008861

—0.50
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.0 12462 100

0.00

Remarks: As expected, the parallel method with one parallel computation also converges cor-
rectly. The number of cycles is depended on the random initialization.

C) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 6 1 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 2 parallel computation(s)

Results:
SINE after 725 times presenting
the training set: 0.50

average (absolute) error over o.oo
training—patterns: 0.009809

-0.50
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.014324 100

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

1.00

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

1.00
— onginal sine

— results test—set

Remarks: Introducing two parallel computations doesn 't effect the convergence of the learning

of the sine function.
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D) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 6 1 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 4 parallel computation(s)

Results:
SINE after 4450 times present-
ing the training set: 0.50

average (absolute) error over o.oo
training—patterns: 0.009984

—0.50
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.013438

Remarks: Even when we introduce four parallel computations the network still learns the sine
function. We notice that the network needs more presentations of the training set, but is still able
to learn the sine function correctly.

E) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 6 1 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 5 parallel computation(s)

Results: 1.00
SINE after 20000 (maximum) — onginal sine

times presenting the training set: o.so suI tcstet

average (absolute) error over 0.00
training—patterns: 0.030174

-o.so /
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.03656 1 100
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Remarks: When we introduce five parallel computation the networkdoes not converge, not even

after 20000 times presenting the training—set.



F) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 2 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method

Results:
SINE after 20000 (maximum)
times presenting the training set: 0.50

average (absolute) error over o.oo
training—patterns: 0.033150

-0.50
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.039684 100

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

Remarks: Learning the sine function with a 1—2—1 network causes difficulties. Even after20000
presentations of the training set, the error is still much higher in comparison to a correctly trained

1—6—1 network.

G) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method

Results:
SINE after 4500 times present-
ing the training set: 0.50

average (absolute) error over o.oo
training—patterns: 0.009951

—0.50
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.009952 100

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

1.00
original sine

1.00

Remarks: The sine function can be learned by using a 1—3—1 network. It cost more cycles than

with a 1—6—I network but it can be done. Notice the resemblance with experiment D.
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H) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 2 parallel computation(s)

Results:
SINE after 20000 times present-
ing the training set: 0.50

average (absolute) error over o.oo
training—patterns: 0.038877

-0.50
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.045571

Remarks: If we introduce two parallel computations the network does not converge.

I) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses ordered input
uses parallel method
with 2 parallel computation(s)

Results:
SINE after 2575 times present-
ing the training set: o.so

average (absolute) error over o.oo
training—patterns: 0.009995

—0.50
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.012020

1.00

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

1.00

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

Remarks: If we introduce two parallel computations but present the input ordered, the network
does converge.
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J) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized
uses ordered input
uses parallel method
with 4 parallel computation(s)

Results:
SINE after 1850 times present-
ing the training set: 0.50

average (absolute) error over o.oo
training—patterns: 0.009979

—0.50
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.012494

3.5.2 Discussion

The first series of experiments we have done with the sine function, were experiments with a
1—6—1 network. We choose this size because we knew on forehand that this network could learn
the sine function. This was confirmed by the results of the first two experiments (A and B), re-
spectively the sequential method and the parallel method with one parallel computation. Again
the difference in the number of cycles needed, is caused by the random initialization of the net-
work.

Figure 3.7: The effect of introducing respectively (a) four and (b)five
parallel computations. The network has learned to ignore the lighter

colored synapses.

1 3 1 network

1.00

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

Remarks: If we use ordered input and four parallel computations the network does still con-
verge, even faster than with two parallel computations.

(a) (b)
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If we introduce parallelism in the 1—6—1 network, the network still converges (experiments C
and D). If we increase the number of parallel computations, the number of cycles needed in-
creases too.

Only when we introduce five parallel computations (experiment E) the network can't learn the

sine function correctly. Even after 20000 cycles, which was the maximum number of cycles
used, the network still has not learned a proper approximation of the function.

When this occurred we considered some smaller networks (experiments F and G), respectively
a 1—2—I network and a 1—3—1 network. From these experiments can be seen, that a sine function
can be learned by a 1—3—1 network, but not by a 1—2—1 network.

This is probably the explanation for the fact that a 1—6—1 network with four parallel computations
results in a trained network and a 1—6—I network with five parallel computation does not result
in a trained network. What happens is the following: the neurons in the hidden layer that are com-
puted in parallel with the neuron in the output neuron, are ignored. What is left over, is a 1—3—1

and a 1—2—1 network respectively (see figure 3.7). This can be observed from figure 3.8, which
is an observation plot made during training of the weight and biases of the network. The plot was
made while a 1—6—1 network with four parallel computations was being trained. From this figure
we can see that the weights connected to neurons 5,6 and 7 are drawn relatively light. This means
that these neurons hardly contribute to the result of the network. Also the biases ofthese neurons
have a value near zero. These neurons (5,6 and 7) are the ones that are computed in parallel with

the output neuron.

Notice that the bias level of neuron 4 is rather low too. The difference with this neuron is that
it's incoming and outgoing synapses do have relatively high values and thus do contribute to the

output of the network.
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Figure 3.8: This figure shows the values of the weights and the biases
of a typical 1—6—1 network with four parallel computations. Dark col-
ors indicate very high or very low values (much activity), light colors

indicate values around zero (less activity).



From our experiments can be seen that a 1—3—1 network is the minimal network with which the
sine function can be learned. For this reason we considered minimal network only from then on.
It's unnecessary to look at larger networks, because the redundant neurons will (almost) be ig-
nored and true parallelism does not occur. It is also unnecessary to look at smaller networks, be-
cause these networks don't converge at all (most of the time).

From experiment H can be seen that a 1—3—1 network with two parallel computations does not
converge. In fact we deal here with the same problem as in the previous example, the exclusive—

or. The reason why the network does not learn if we perform computations in different layers
in parallel was that the 'old' values we had to cope with were totally uncorrelated in comparison
to the values that should be propagated. This result in propagating errors that belong to complete-

ly uncorrelated patterns.

This problem also occurs when learning the sine function. In experiment H the inputs were ran-
domly chosen from the train—set. So an old error can belong to a previous pattern, that is very
different from the current pattern. This means that the network should cope with propagated er-

rors that differ too much. This obviously causes problems.

Despite this problem the network did learn to ignore these "wrong" values. This is illustrated by
figure 3.7 and 3.8. We have seen that the network almost sets the values of the weight and biases
of the neurons, that are computed in parallel with the output neuron, to zero.

Clearly the network has problems when uncorrelated data are used when introducing parallelism
over the layers. For this reason we have looked what happened if we presented correlated data
to the network. In particular we presented the network the sine function again but now the pat-
terns were presented sorted and not presented randomly.

If we now have to cope with a "wrong" value this value does not belong to the current value but

to the previous value which is not very much "wrong". The results of these experiments (I and
J) show that the network is able to learn the sine function, despite the parallel computations of
neurons in the hidden layer and the output layer.

The last experiment (J), which learns a 1—3—1 network with 4 parallel computations and ordered
input data, is a special case. Here all the propagated errors are "wrong". All these errors belong
to the previous pattern instead of to the current pattern. In fact, the network learned internal to
train the network the sin(x) according to weight updates based on x — A instead on x, with A the
range between the current and the previous pattern. The network actually learns the function
sin(x + A).

3.6 Three Functions

In this third experiment we attempt to learn three functions with one neural network. If we pres-
ent a x—value on the interval [—2, 2] we want to learn the functions f1(x) = x2, f2(x) = x3 and

f(x) = Ix + 2. So, in this example we have one input and three output neurons. These functions
are drawn in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: The three functions we would like to learn:
(a) f1(x) = x2

(b) 12(X) =

(c) f3(x) = Ix + 2

3.6.1 Results

For learning these three functions we have created several feedforward neural networks with one
input neuron, different numbers of hidden neurons and three output neurons, for each function
one. We created 200 patterns on the interval [—2, 2]. Similar to the sine function, these patterns
are divided in a train—set and a test—set. Here the presentation of the entire train—set is also de-

noted with one cycle.

For each experiment we have done with the three function problem, three plots (one for each
function) will be included with the results of the test—set.

If the train—set is presented 25 times the error of the network will be compared to the minimum
error. If the error drops below this minimum the trainings process is ended. The process can only
be stopped if a multiple of 25 times the train—set has been presented to the network.

General information:
learn rate = 0.9
momentum term = 0.2
maximum number of trainings cycles = 20000
minimum absolute error =0.005
number of different data patterns = 200
percentage of data used for training = 30%
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Results: THREEFUNCFIONS after 1850 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.004708 0.004532 0.004631
average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.005926 0.004767 0.004822

—2 —1 0 1 2

8
6
4
2
0

—2
-4
-6
-8

Results: THREEFUNCTIONS after 1575 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.004927 0.004287 0.002518
average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.004381 0.003932 0.003431

8
6
4
2
0

—2

-4
-6
-8

—2 —1 0 1 2

A) Network information:
learning three functions
uses a random initialized 1 43 network
uses random input
uses sequential method

4

3

2

I

0
—2 —1 0 1 2 —2 —1 0 1 2

Remarks: The minimal network that converges correctly, turned out to be a 1—4—3 network.

B) Network information:
learning three functions
uses a random initialized 1 43 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 1 parallel computation(s)

4

3

2

I

0
—2 —1 0 1 2

Remarks: The network also converges when one parallel computation is introduced.

—2 —1 0 1 2
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C) Network information:
learning three functions
uses a random initialized 1 43 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 2 parallel computation(s)

Results: THREEFUNCTIONS after 20000 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.014420 0.0 12340 0.006963
average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.016548 0.014082 0.005106

Remarks: If two parallel computations are introduced, the network doesn't converge correctly.
Although itpeiforms better than the non—converging networks in sine experiments.

D) Network information:
learning three functions
uses a random initialized 1 43 network
uses ordered input
uses parallel method
with 2 parallel computation(s)

Results: THREEFUNCTIONS after 1425 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.004921 0.004757 0.004617
average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.004366 0.004546 0.003832
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—2 —1 0 1 2 —2 —1 0 1 2

Remarks: But (f the input is presented ordered the network does converge.

—2 —1 0 1 2
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E) Network information:
learning three functions
uses a random initialized 1 43 network
uses random input
uses parallel method
with 4 parallel computation(s)

Results: THREEFUNCTIONS after 20000 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.015614 0.01 1402 0.005900
average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.016416 0.012256 0.0087 10

Remarks: When 4 parallel computation are introduced, the network does not converge.

F) Network information:
learning three functions
uses a random initialized 1 43 network
uses ordered input
uses parallel method
with 4 parallel computation(s)

Results: THREEFUNCTIONS after 1800 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.004975 0.004546 0.003834
average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.004536 0.004668 0.003685
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0—2—1012 —2—1012 —2 —1 0 1 2

Remarks: When the input is presented in an ordered way, the network does learn the three func-
tion problem, even with four parallel computations.
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3.6.2 Discussion

The experiments presented above are a few interesting examples of experiments we have done.
We started doing experiments with larger networks than the ones presented here (i.e. with 1—6—3
and 1—5—3 networks). As we have seen with the sine function and the exclusive—or problem par-
allelism in different layers can be introduced in "too" large networks. We saw that the redundant
neurons are (almost completely) ignored. For this reason we started the experiments with three
function problem with finding the "minimal" network4 that converged using the standard error
back—propagation algorithm.

This "minimal" network turned out to be a 1—4—3 network. Experiments with this network con-
verge correctly as long as no parallelism is introduced (experiments A and B). If we introduce
two parallel computations the network can't learn the three function problem correctly (experi-
ment C). This is kind of the same result as we found with the sine function. As soon as weperform
computations with "old" values, the network can't cope with these "old" values.

If we present the input patterns in an ordered way with two parallel computations, the network

can learn the three function problem correctly (see experiment D). Because we have three outputs
in this case, we didn't do experiments with three parallel computations. We would restrict us to
the layers then, and we know this will converge on forehand.

We did some experiments with four parallel computation. These experiments show the same kind
of results as the previous. With random input patterns the network does not converge, but with
ordered input patterns the network does learn to approximate the functions (experiments E and

F).

All the results of the experiments done to (attempt to) learn the three function problem, resemble
more or less the results of learning the sine function. There is however an important difference
between the three function problem and the sine function: the number of outputs. Because the
three function problem has more outputs we can get round the difficulties that occur when we
do computations with "old" values. Until now we have discarded any error that was not updated
completely and used the previous error associated with the neuron considered. In the next section
we will present an algorithm that does use these partially updated errors.

3.7 Another Parallel Version

From the results of the previous section, the wish for using partially updated errors arose. In this
section we will discuss the possibilities for achieving this and present a new parallel algorithm.
With this algorithm we have done some experiments with the three function problem. The most
relevant of them will be presented here.

3.7.1 Using Partially Updated Errors

As mentioned in the footnote on page 31, we could use partially updated error instead of "old"
errors. In fact there are several possibilities to deal with an error that is not yet totally updated:

4. Note that the "minimal" network perhaps is not the absolute minimal network. With "minimal" we
mean: the minimal number of hidden neurons for which the network converges relatively easy. That is, if the
network does not converge after the maximum number of cycles, it is not good enough. Furthermore some
optimizations could be made by changing the learn—rate or the momentum term.
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• continue with this (possibly) partially updated error.
disadvantage: if all the output neurons are computed in parallel with a hidden neuron,
the error of this neuron will always be zero.

• recompute the error signal of each neuron by inspecting the internal error of the neurons
fed by the neuron we wish to compute.
disadvantage: all contributions to the error have to be computed again, while a part of
the error already was determined.

• store which outgoing neurons have contributed to the error of the neuron that is consid-
ered and which neurons haven't contributed yet. Add the contribution of these last neu-

rons to the error of the neuron considered.
disadvantage: costs a lot of administration.

• just take the old error (which is done in the parallel method).
disadvantage: we don't use all available information.

In fact possibility 3 is the best of the four, but it's hard to implement this by adapting the original

error back—propagation algorithm. What is worse, it involves a lot of administration. What we
want is an implementation of the error back—propagation algorithm, that allows the use the "old"

and new errors together, without administrative overhead. In this section we will give an algo-
rithm to achieve this, we will present some experiments done with this algorithm and we will
discuss the results of these experiments. For the experiments we take the three functions prob-
lem. We need an example with more output neurons (or more hidden layers) to test this algorithm.

3.7.2 The Algorithm

What we want is an algorithm that does not take an old error if the error is not totally updated,
but rather holds the part that is already updated and adds the contribution of the errors that are
not yet considered. A way to do this without causing a lot of administration is the following:

• compute the errors of the output neurons,

• consider the hidden neurons,

• update the error of these neurons (by adding the contribution of the neurons that are fed
by these neurons, this possibly will be a mixture of "old" and new values),

• update the outgoing synapses.

The main difference with the "original" algorithm is that we now consider a neuron and its out-
puts, while the "original" algorithm is based on a neuron and its inputs.

Backward pass:

1* get last neuron /
= last neuron

1* main loop: repeat until input layer is reached */

while j >= first neuron Q
1* pseudo parallel loop */
for nrpar = 1 N d

j = output neuron then
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1* compute the error of neuron j /
ej(n) =d(n) —yj(n)

else
1* compute the error of neuron 1

/
= 0

for k = first neuron fed by j last neuron fed by j 4

e(n) = e(n) + bk(fl) *wk(n)

/ compute the new weight and store the new weight in a
temporary variable */

tempWk = Wk (xi) + a * (Wkj (xi) — Wk (xi — 1)] + t * * y (xi)

fi/ store the error signal b in a temporary variable */
tempö = y (xi) * (1 — y (n)] * e (xi)

/*compute new bias and store this in a temporary
variable */

tempw0 = w0(n) + a (w0(n) — w0(n — 1)] + *tempb

1* get previous neuron /
j = previous neuron
/*jf we have reached the input layer "break" from the

"pseudo parallel loop" */
= input neuron then

break
fi
1* pseudo parallel loop */

/*now "nrpar" denotes the number of neurons that are updated
pseudo—parallel, these "nrpar" neurons should be really
updated, so copy the temporary variables to the real
variables */

j = j + nrpar
for nr = 1 nrpar

ö(n) = tempb
for k = first neuron fed by j last neuron fed by j

wk(n+l) =tempWk

wj0(n) =tempw0
j = previous neuron

od / main loop */

We will call this parallel version the "special" parallel version. From now on, the parallel version
based on the original error back—propagation algorithm will be called the "original" parallel ver-
sion.

As we have discussed above, we wanted a parallel version that uses a combination of old and
new errors, instead of totally old errors, but not at the cost of a lot of administration. If we look
at the original parallel version we need to store the additional variables olderror and erro—
rused for all hidden neurons.
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The special parallel version needs to consider the input neurons (to update their outgoing syn-
apses). For this we need to store the error of the input neurons. This involves some multiplica-
tions. This can be avoided by a simple test whether the neuron is an input neuron or not. Conclud-

ing, the special method does need less administration. Furthermore it doesn't take more time to

compute the special parallel method.

3.7.3 Results

We have done some experiments with the three function problem as described in section 3.6 to

test the "special" parallel version. We have chosen for this experiment because it has more than

one output neuron. If a network has only one output neuron we don't get the combination of old

and new errors. The reason for the "special" parallel version was to achieve this. What the algo-

rithm actually does is visualized in figure 3.10.

First the errors of two output neurons
are updated in parallel.

Then the error of one hidden and
one output neuron is updated in par-
allel and the outgoing weights of the
hidden neuron are updated. The er-
ror of the hidden neuron is based on
the updated errors of the two first
output neurons and the old error of
the last output neuron.

Figure 3.10: A 1—4—3 network with two parallel computations. Here
the error of one of the hidden neurons is based on a mixture of old

and new errors.

General information:
learn rate = 0.9
momentum term = 0.2
maximum number of trainings cycles = 20000

minimum absolute error = 0.005
number of different data patterns = 200
percentage of data used for training = 30%
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G) Network information:
learning three functions
uses a random initialized 1 43 network
uses ordered input
uses special parallel method
with 2 parallel computation(s)

Results: THREEFUNCTIONS after 5050 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.004993 0.004143 0.004310
average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.005642 0.004645 0.005588

8
6
4
2
0

—2

-4
-6

Remarks: If we use a combination of old and new errors still the network converges when we
present the input patterns ordered.

H) Network information:
learning three functions
uses a random initialized 1 43 network
uses random input
uses special parallel method
with 2 parallel computation(s)

Results: THREEFUNCTIONS after 20000 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.0174 13 0.01083 1 0.006543
average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.019179 0.011037 0.007787

4

3

2

I

0
—2 —1 0 1 2

-8
—2 —1 0 1 2 —2 —1 0 I 2

-2-12

8
6
4
2
0
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—2 —1 0 1 2

Remarks: If we present the input patterns random the network does not converge.

—2 —1 0 1 2
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3.7.4 Discussion

If ordered input patterns are used the network still converges with the "special" parallel method

(experiment G). However, on the average the number of cycles needed to converge is larger in
comparison to the results of experiment D, where we used the original parallel method. Appar-
ently, the network has more difficulties in dealing with a combination of old and new errors than

with totally old errors.

The second experiment done with the special method, training a 1—4—3 network with 2 parallel

computations and random input (experiment H), does not converge. Even after 20000 cycles the

errors are still relatively high. The results are comparable with the results of experiment C. Ob-

viously, using a combination of old and new values does not help the network to converge. It
rather makes it harder for the network to converge, as we have seen with experiment 0.

3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we have introduced parallelism in errorback—propagation learning. We were es-

pecially interested in parallelism that is not restricted to the layer—wise composition of neural

networks. We have considered two parallel versions and discussed the results of the experiments

done. Before we started the experiments we formulated a few questions. We will give answers

to these question in this section.

Does the parallel method converge?

In most of the cases the parallel method does not converge. This means that if we use parallelism

in two (or more) different layers the network does not learn the desired behavior. This is caused

by the fact that we have to deal with old errors then.

As we have seen with the special parallel version, the network also can't deal with "wrong" errors

that are based on a combination of old and new errors.

However, if we present the input patterns in an ordered way the network does converge. This is
only possible if the input data are correlated (i.e. sine function and three functions problem).

Is the parallel method better than the sequential one?

For the cases that the parallel versions do converge the network needs almost the same number
of cycles. In these cases the parallel method is better, in the sense that learning the entire network

costs less time. The number of cycles is the same, but the time to compute a cycle is reduced by
computing some neurons in parallel. A disadvantage of the parallel methods is that they do not

work for some types of problems (i.e. exclusive—or problem).

Does the kind of experiment infects the convergence of the parallel method?

The kind of experiment does infect the convergence of the parallel methods. We have seen that

the parallel methods do converge when the input is presented ordered and do not converge when
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the input is presented randomly. Not for all problems input can be presented in an ordered way,
simply because there is no real order. An example of this is the exclusive—or problem.

More general, problems with correlated input, such as function approximation, can be trained
with the parallel methods. Problems with uncorrelated input can not be learned with the parallel

methods.

Now we have answered these questions, we will draw some conclusions about introducing paral-
lelism in error back—propagation learning:

• A network does not always converge when parallelism in different layers is introduced.
This is caused by the "old" errors. The network can't deal with these wrong errors in all
situations.

• However, if we present the input in an ordered way the network does converge correctly
while performing parallel computations in different layers. In this case the "old" errors
are less devastating, and the network can deal with them.

• Using a combination of old and new errors, instead of totally old errors, does also not
result in a trained network when input patterns are presented randomly.

• In some situations, the network does learn to exclude "wrong" values and in fact ignores
the neurons that have to deal with this "wrong" values. This is done by setting the weights
on the synapses of those neurons to very small values, so that those neurons hardly con-
tribute to the output of the neuron. This occurred when too large networks were consid-
ered.

Summarizing, the use of parallelism that is not restricted to the layer—wise composition of the
network, may be beneficial for some classes of problems such as function approximation.
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Chapter 4

Using Less Accuracy in Error
Back—Propagation

41 Why Less Accuracy?

In the previous chapter two algorithms that introduce parallelism in error back—propagation
learning have been presented. The major strong—point of them is that they introduce parallelism
that is not restricted to the layers in the network.

Obviously, if we want to introduce parallelism, we need something to realize this with. An ideal

situation would be, if we could use multiple processors that perfonn the necessary calculations
in parallel. However, if we are restricted to a hardware realization with a single processor—unit

we should cope with the possibilities of this single unit and use it in a way that is most profitable.

Parallelism may be forced on a single processor architecture at the cost of accuracy. By not using

the full word width available, several computations may be executed simultaneously. For exam-

ple, if we have a 64—bits processor at our disposal, we could divide this in two parts of 32 bits
and perform one computation in each part. This means that we could perform two computations
in parallel. These computation will then be made with an accuracy of 32 bits instead of the maxi-

mal 64 bits. So we could perform two computations in parallel with half of the maximal accuracy
possible. In the same way we could perform four computations in parallel with an accuracy of
16 bits or eight parallel computations with an accuracy of 8 bits, etc..

Obviously we are not considering a standard processor here, but one that has been provided with

extensions to select a (variable) word width.

The key question that has to be answered before we can realize this, is:

Is it possible to use less accuracyfor the computations in error back—propagation learn-

ing?

If we perform computations with less accuracy, we can reduce the learning time, even if we don't
perform computations in parallel. This is because less accuracy implies less iterations to obtain
the result of a computation. However, it should not cost much more cycles to converge, because
then we don't gain any profit. In this chapter we also answer the following question:

Can we adapt the accuracy for computations in error back—propagation learning in a

flexible manner?
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In other words, we would like to be able to change the accuracy on the fly. We will start with a
low number of bits and add a bit accuracy whenever this is needed.

4.2 Floating Point Representation

A real number can be represented in a fixed point or floating point representation. In this work

we use floating point representation. Analysis of using less accuracy in error back—propagation
with fixed point representations is treated in [8]. The results of this work were that a minimal
number of 13 to 16 bits were needed to obtain an acceptable trained network.

A floating point can be represented as a word that is partitioned in two parts: a mantissa and an
exponent. The mantissa is is represented as a fixed point value with the binary point to the right
of the leftmost bit. The exponent is used as a scale factor for the mantissa.

If the mantissa consist of M bits and the exponent consist of E bits, then the following notation
illustrates the meaning of the representation.

m = m1.m2m3 mM_lrnM (4.1)

with rn the i—th bit of the mantissa and . the binary point.

e = e1e2 eE...leE (4.2)

with e, the i—th bit of the exponent. The real number denoted in this way can be computed as:

value = rn X 2e

= (m12° + m221 + m322 + rnM_12_(M_2) + mM2_(M_l)) X (4.3)
(2(dl2( I)+e22(E2) + . . +e_ 21 +eE2°))

An example to illustrate this notation: Assume M =4 and E =4, and we represent a floating point

as m:e then,

0101 : 0000 = (0.5 + 0.125) x (2°) = 0.625

0101 : 0001 = (0.5 + 0.125) x (2') = 1.25 (4.4)

0101 : 0101 = (0.5 + 0.125) x (2) = 20

The disadvantage of this representation is that it is not unique. For example 20 can either be repre-

sented as 0101:0101 or as 1010:0100 or as .... This problem can be solved by assuming that the
first bit of the mantissa is always one. In this way we also gain a bit accuracy. To return to the
example, 20 should be represented as (1)0100:0100. The 1 between brackets is the bit that is al-

ways one. As we know this on forehand we don't have to store this bit.

For the representations of floating points, an IEEE standard exists. This standard, the IEEE—754
standard (see [3]), also uses a first bit that is always set to one for the mantissa. Furthermore a
8—bits exponent and a 23—bits mantissa are used. Finally one bit is used to indicate the sign. From
now on we will use this standard, if we talk about floating point numbers.

Note, that although we have a mantissa of 23 bits, we actually have an accuracy of 24 bits because

of the leading 1.

4.3 Computations with Less Accuracy

As we have seen in chapter 3 (page 26), the backward pass of the error back propagation algo-
rithm uses several computations. It needs additions, subtractions and multiplications. In compar-
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ison to addition and subtraction, multiplication is an expensive operation. For this reason we will
perform multiplications with less accuracy (in parallel).

Floating points can be multiplied in the following way:

• add the exponents,

• multiply the mantissas,

• perform the exclusive or on the signs,

• normalize the result.

The multiplication of the mantissas can be implemented as follows. Assume we would like to
multiply two mantissas A and B. These can be written as:

A=2'+Ar (4.5)

B2k+Br (4.6)

withj the highest one bit in A and k the highest one bit in B. Now A B can be rewritten as:

AB = (2i +Ar)(2k + B)
= + 2'Ar + Br(2 +AT) (4.7)

= 22" + 2Ar +ABr

In fact, equation (4.7) is just a reformulation of multiplication in the well—known Logarithmic
Number System [9]. In essence, equation (4.7) expresses multiplication in a recursive way. This
recursion is with respect to the number B as can be seen from the last term in the equation
(+ ABr). Alternatively, we could express multiplication recursively with respect to both A and
B:

AB = (21 + Ar)(2k + Br)
= 2j.2k + 21Br + 2kAr + ArBr

(4.8)

This equation is the basis for DIGILOG [141. Here we will concentrate on equation (4.7) howev-
er, and compute multiplication in a recursive manner until B = 0. The number of times this com-
putation is made is the number of iteration needed to obtain the result. If we introduce less accura-
cy, we will prematurely end the recursion. If the recursion is stopped prematurely the number
of iterations is less then if the recursion is only stopped when B reaches zero. If the number of
iterations is less we reduce the time for a multiplication and with this the time of the whole pro-
cess.

The sign of the result is determined very easily: if the signs of both floating point numbers are
the same the sign of the result will be positive and if they have opposite signs the sign of the result
will be negative.

4.4 Using Less Accuracy

To realize parallel computations we will use less accuracy. To clarify this idea, we will first give
an example of how this can be realized.
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Figure 4.1: We could perform one computation with an accuracy for
the mantissa of 16 bits or two computations in parallel with a accura-

cyfor the mantissa of 16 bits per computation.

As mentioned in the previous section we need 32 bits to represent floatingpoint numbers, 8 bits
for the exponent, 23 bits for the mantissa and 1 bit for the sign. So we can perform one computa-
tion with an accuracy for the mantissa of 23 plus the leading one—bit (total: 24 bits). We could
also perform two computations with an accuracy of 16 bits. This causes an accuracy of the man-

tissa of 8 bits ((desired accuracy) — (exponent) — (sign) + (leading one) = 16 — 8 — 1 + 1 = 8).

See also figure 4.1.

accuracy of mantissa: 24 bits

I

accuracy of accuracy
mantissa: 8 mantissa:

I

of accuracy
8 mantissa:

of
8

bits bits bits

'.':,I
Figure 4.2: We could perform one computation with an accuracy for
the mantissa of 24 bits or two computations in parallel with a accura-
cyfor the mantissa of 12 bits per computation, three with an accuracy

of 8 bits and four with an accuracy of 6 bits.

Another option would be if the exponent and the mantissa were considered completely separate-
ly. In this scheme we only have to worry about how to deal with mantissas off reduced accuracy.
Then we could divide the mantissa in two parts of 12 bits or three parts of 8 bits or four parts
of 6 bits (see figure 4.2).

Note that when we divide the mantissa in two parts, we actually divide 23 bits in two parts. This
amounts to a part of 11 bits and a part of 12 bits. However both parts need a sign bit. The first
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part already has a sign (according to the IEEE—standard). The other part has a bit extra (12 instead

of 11), so this extra bit can be used as sign bit for the second part. In this way both parts satisfy
the IEEE standard (apart from the number of bits), as they both have a sign bit and Ii bits for
the mantissa. So we end up with two mantissas consisting of II bits. As both mantissas have a
"hidden" leading one bit (that is not actually stored), we have two mantissas with an actual accu-

racy of 12 bits accuracy (see figure 4.3).

ibit sign bits mantissa

F iP7/ZWl
1 bit sign I hiddn bit libits mantissa

I

1 bit
4

11 bits mantissa

Figure 4.3: According to the IEEE—standard a floating point number
has a 1 bit sign, a 23 bits mantissa (and an 8 bits exponent). Further-
more, a leading one bit is assumed ('hidden' bit), so an accuracy of

24 bits for the mantissa is accomplished. If we divide this in two
parts, both parts have a sign bit, a 'hidden' bit and an 11 bits mantis-

sa (and an 8 bits exponent).

In this work we do not concentrate on how a variable word width will be realized in hardware
exactly. The previous suggestions were just two examples to get an idea of how the accuracy of
the mantissa can be determined. Here, we just assume that there is somekind of hardware realiza-
tion that can cope with changing accuracy for the mantissa, and can perform computations in
parallel with these accuracies. We will concentrate on the the effects of the use of less accuracy

or adaptive accuracy on the error back—propagation algorithm, rather than concentrate on the

hardware realization.

The maximum accuracy we can use for a mantissa according to the IEEE standard is 24 bits. Ex-
periments done with the following number of bits will be presented:

• 24 bits, so we can perform one parallel multiplication (so no parallelism)

• 12 bits, so we can perform two parallel multiplications

• 8 bits, so we can perform three parallel multiplications

• 6 bits, so we can perform four parallel multiplications

We have experienced that using an accuracy that is too small will cause a kind of chaotic behav-
ior. This can be seen from figure 4.4 (left plot). In this figure the number of cycles is plot against
the average absolute error. We see that the behavior in the first cycles is satisfying, but as soon

as the error gets to small the network starts behaving in an oscillatory way. This experiment was
done for the sine function using the sequential method with I bit accuracy. The same phenome-
non occurred when 2 bits accuracy was used.

To get a comparison with a "normal" accuracy, we have made the same plot for an accuracy of
24 bits (see right plot in figure 4.4). Notice that the number of cycles ranges in the left figure from
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0 to 20000 and from 0 to 900 for the right figure. When using an accuracy of 24 bits the learning

process of the network was ended, at the moment the average absolute error dropped below 0.01.

Obviously, when we use an accuracy that is too small, the network does not converge. For this

reason we present experiments here with an accuracy until 6 bits (and no less).

4.4.1 Results

function.

We will present the results obtained by learning the sine function (as described in section 3.5).
Again we will use the minimal network for this problem to examine the results of introducing
less accuracy in error back—propagation. All experiments are done with the sequential method.
The difference in the presentation of the results is that now the number of iterations needed are
added. This number of iterations is the total number of iterations needed for all multiplications.
The number of multiplication will also be presented. Again, only the most relevant experiments

are presented.

General information:
learn rate = 0.9
momentum term = 0.2
maximum number of trainings cycles = 20000

minimum absolute error = 0.01

number of different data patterns = 200
percentage of data used for training = 30%
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A) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
uses an accuracy of 24 bits

Results:
SiNE after 2325 times present-
ing the training set:
average (absolute) error over
training—patterns: 0.009934
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.015 184

iterations: 59383809
1

multiplications: 5580000 o.oo

Remarks: The network converges correctly when an accuracy of 24 bits is used.

B) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
uses an accuracy of 12 bits

Results:
SINUS after 1675 times present-
ing the training set:
average (absolute) error over
training—patterns: 0.009991
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.013022

iterations: 28819796 —1.00
multiplications: 4020000 o.oo

1.00

0.50

0.00

—0.50

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

1.00

0.50

0.00

—0.50

Remarks: Also with 12 bits accuracy the sine function can still be learned.

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00
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C) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
uses an accuracy of 8 bits

Results:
SINUS after 2775 times present-
ing the training set:
average (absolute) error over
training—patterns: 0.009983
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.012985

iterations: 36142431 -1.00
multiplications: 6660000 o.oo

Remarks: With an accuracy of 8 bits the network does converge.

D) Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
uses an accuracy of 6 bits

Results:
SINE after 2825 times present-
ing the training set:
average (absolute) error over
training—patterns: 0.009996
average (absolute) error over
test—patterns: 0.012095

iterations: 30959880
multiplications: 6780000

1.00

0.50

0.00

—0.50

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

Remarks: Even when only 6 bits are used to perform a multiplication the network still converges.
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As we have seen, the sine function converges in all cases presented here. What is most interesting
now is the number of iterations needed to achieve this convergence. This is however depended
on the number of cycles used. This number of cycles differs if we repeat an experiment, because
of the random initialization of the network and the changing input patterns. For this reason it's
hard to say which accuracy has the best results.

What we can see is that the number of cycles needed to converge does not raise very much when
we use less accuracy. However, if we use less accuracy we can perform computations in parallel.
In other words we can introduce less accuracy without damaging the convergence properties and
even without a substantial raise in the amount of cycles needed. These amount of cycles needed
are very important. If it raises too much, we can perform computations with less accuracy (and
thus with parallelism), but at the cost of extra learn time. This is obviously not what we want.

We wanted to use less accuracy so that we can perform computations in parallel. But does the
network still converge if we perform computations in parallel with less accuracy? We will answer
this question at the end of this chapter in section 4.6.

4.5 Using Flexible Accuracy Adaptation

Using less accuracy can reduce the learning time, if we don't perform computations in parallel.
This is because of the reduced number of iterations needed per multiplication. However if less
accuracy means that it takes much longer for the network to converge, we don't gain any profit.
What we want is to minimize the total number of iterations needed. We could do this by adapting
the accuracy in a flexible manner.

first error - - -

minimum
error

maximum
accuracy + I

Figure 4.5: The function adapt(x) = af(x) + b with f(x) = x at interval
[minimum accuracy, maximum accuracy ÷ 1].
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To realize this, we start with less accuracy, because less iterations are needed then. At some point

we raise the accuracy. This is repeated until the network converges. Note that the accuracy can
never exceed a certain maximal accuracy.

The point at which we have to change the accuracy is hard to determine. We started by changing
the accuracy linearly, as done with the Newton Raphson method (see section 2.6, page 20). We

have done this according to the function:

adapt(x) = a f(x) + b with (4.9)

f(x) = x (4.10)

and with a and b computed as follows:

Assume that the the following two points lie on the function adapt:

(minimal accuracy, first error)

(maximal accuracy + 1, minimal error)

With minimal accuracy we mean the accuracy that is used initially and with maximal accuracy
the accuracy which is the maximal possible is meant. The first error is the error after the first time

the average absolute error is computed (i.e. with the sine function this is done after the first 25
times the train—set is presented). With the minimal error, the minimal average absolute error is

meant (see also figure 4.5).

first error - - -

minimum
error

maximum
accuracy + 1

Figure 4.6: The function adapt(x) = af(x) + b with f(x) = at inter-
val [minimum accuracy, maximum accuracy + I).

According to these two points (minimum accuracy,first error) and (maximum accuracy + 1,

minimum error) a and b will be calculated:

a
= (minimum error — first error) (4 11)

f(maximum accuracy + 1) — f(minimum accuracy)
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b = first error — a * f(minimwn accuracy)

This can be used to adapt the accuracy flexible in the following way:

start with a (small) accuracy (the minimum accuracy)

(4.12)

• if the average absolute error of the network drops below adapt(current accuracy + 1)

raise the accuracy

If the average absolute error drops below f(current accuracy + 1) we need to raise the accuracy.
This is the reason why the function is considered until maximum accuracy + 1 and not until maxi-
mum accuracy. If we would use maximum accuracy we would never reach this maximum accura-
cy because at the point at which the average absolute error drops below adapt(maximum accura-
cy) we have reached the point at which the trainings process is ended (minimum error).

We have also done experiments with two other functions:

f2) =

f3(x) =

(4.13)

(4.14)

Again, the variables a and b will be calculated according to equations (4.11) and (4.12) but now
for 12 and 13 respectively. These functions are visualized in figures 4.6 and 4.7.

4.5.1 Results

first error - -

minimum
error

maximum
accuracy + 1

Figure 4.7: The function adapt(x) = af(x) + b with 1(x) = at inter-

val [minimum accuracy, maximum accuracy + 1].

In this section we will present the result of adapting the accuracy in a flexible manner. Again we

use the sine function for our experiments. We will adapt the accuracy according to the three func-
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tion described above. We will do this in three slightly different ways, namely starting with an

accuracy of 1 bit, starting with an accuracy of 4 bits and starting with an accuracy of four bits
but changing the accuracy with steps of 4 bits. The next table summarizes this (the step—size is

the steps in which the accuracy is changed):

function minimal accuracy step—size experiment

f(x)=x 1 1 A

f(x)=x 4 1 B

f(x)=x 4 4 C

f(x)= 1 1
D

f(x)= 4 1 E

f(x)=4 4 4 F

f(x) 1 1
G

f(x) 4 1
H

f(x)= 4 4 I

With the results we will present a plot of the function according to which the accuracy was adapt-
ed and the actual accuracy used. At the x—axis the number of accuracy is plotted and at the y—axis

the absolute error of the network. The actually used accuracy should always be below the func-
tion according to which the accuracy is adapted. In these plots the dark lines indicate the function

and the lighter lines indicate the actual accuracy.

The accuracy may be adapted every 25 cycles. At that point we examine, according to the adapta-

tion function, if it's necessary to change the accuracy.

General information:
learn rate = 0.9
momentum term = 0.2
maximum number of trainings cycles = 20000

minimum absolute error = 0.01

number of different data patterns = 200
percentage of data used for training = 30%
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A) Network information:
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
adapting the accuracy with step—size I
according to f(x) =

starting with an accuracy of 1 bit

Results:
SINE after 2775 times presenting the training set: 0.160

average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.140

0.009894
0.120

average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.100

0.060
0.040

iterations: 65477319 0020
multiplications: 6660000

Remarks: Only when we reach an accuracy of 20 bits approaches the actual accuracy the
adaptation—function. This means that until then the accuracy is changed every 25 cycles.

B) Network information:
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
adapting the accuracy with step-size I
according to f(x) = x

starting with an accuracy of 4 bits

0.0900
0.0800
0.0700
0.0600
0.0500
0.0400
0.0300
0.0200
0.0100

0

0
0 5 10 15 20 25

Results:
SINE after 4975 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns:
0.009992
average (absolute) error over test—patterns:

0.011364

iterations: 119988018
multiplications: 11940000

Remarks: If we start with 4 bits accuracy the actual accuracy approaches the adapt ationfunc-
tion much better than in the previous example.

0 5 10 15 20 25
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C) Network information:
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
adapting the accuracy with step—size 4
according to f(x) = x
starting with an accuracy of 4 bits

Results:
SINUS after 3875 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns:

0.009894
average (absolute) error over test—patterns:

0.010969

iterations 91265446
multiplications: 9300000

D) Network information:
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
adapting the accuracy with step-size 1

according to f(x) =
starting with an accuracy of I bit

Results:
SINE after 4025 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns:
0.009847
average (absolute) error over test—patterns:

0.013004

iterations: 82088563
multiplications: 9660000

0.210
0.180
0.150
0.120
0.090
0.060
0.030

0

0.100

0.080

0.060

0.040

0.020

0

Remarks: If we change the accuracy in step of size 4 the adaptationfunction is yet better approx-
imated. Note that the accuracy changes only 5 times now (to 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24).

0 5 10 15 20 25

Remarks: If we change the accuracy according tof(x)=1/x the adaptation function is approxi-
mated directly when we start with 1 bit.

0 5 10 15 20 25
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E) Network information:
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
adapting the accuracy with step—size 1

according to f(x) =
starting with an accuracy of 4 bits

Results:
SINE after 2900 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns:

0.009913
average (absolute) error over test—patterns:

0.010390

iterations: 64541318
multiplications: 6960000

F) Network information:
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
adapting the accuracy with step-size 4

according to f(x) =
starting with an accuracy of 4 bits

Results:
SINE after 3700 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns:

0.009999
average (absolute) error over test—patterns:

0.014504

iterations: 75818807
multiplications: 8880000

0.120

0.100

0.080

0.060

0.040

0.020

0
0 5 10 15 20 25

Remarks: If we start with 4 bits, we get almost the same result.

0.100

0.080

0.060

0.040

0.020

0

Remarks: In this plot we can see clearly that the accuracy is adapted only afew times when we

change it with steps of size 4.

0 5 10 15 20 25
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G) Network information:
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
adapting the accuracy with step—size 1
according to f(x) = 11(2')
starting with an accuracy of 1 bit

Results:
SINUS after 9200 times presenting the training set: 0.160

average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.140

0009995 0.120

average (absolute) error over test—patterns: 0.100

0.012261
0.080
0.060

iterations: 97118464
0.040

multiplications: 22080000
0.020

0 5 10 15 20 25

Remarks: When we use the function f(x) = 1/(2') we see that when the accuracy reaches 11 bits

it is not changed anymore (straight line).

H) Network information:
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
adapting the accuracy with step-size 1
according to f(x) = 1/(2')
starting with an accuracy of 4 bits

Results:
SINE after 3225 times presenting the training set:
average (absolute) error over training—patterns:
0.009903
average (absolute) error over test—patterns:

0.010571

iterations: 41488937
multiplications: 7740000

0.100

0.080

0.060

0.040

0.020

0
0 5 10 15 20 25

Remarks: Here a similar result occurs as with the previous example.
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I) Network information:
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses random input
uses sequential method
adapting the accuracy with step—size 4
according to f(x) = 1/(2)
starting with an accuracy of 4 bits

Results:
SiNE after 3300 times presenting the training set: 0.120

average (absolute) error over training—patterns: 0.100
0.009981 0.080
average (absolute) error over test—patterns:
0.010078

0.060

0.040

iterations: 39454226 0.020
multiplications: 7920000 0

0 5 10 15 20 25

Remarks: Here the accuracy doesn't change anymore after 12 bits (straight line). This implies
that the accuracy changes only two times (to 8 and to 12).

4.5.2 Discussion

If we use flexible accuracy adaptation, the convergence properties are not damaged. We aimed
to do this in such a way, such that the total number of iterations was minimized. However, the
results of repeating a particular experiment differ too much to draw a reliable conclusion. For
this much more experiments should be done.

We can, however, say something about the adaptation function used in the different experiments.
The meaning of the plots of the actual accuracy and the adaptation function can be summarized

as follows:

• If the actual accuracy used is below the adaptation function, this means that we need more

accuracy.

• If the actual accuracy is on the adaptation function the accuracy is just fine.

• The actual accuracy can never be above the adaptation function.

We started with f(x) = x as adaptation function. If we take a look at the plot presented in experi-
ment A, we see that the actual accuracy is below the adaptation function most of the time. This
means that we use too less accuracy (according to the adaptation function). Because the actual
accuracy is below the adaptation function all the time until we reach 20 bits, the accuracy is
adapted every 25 cycles, the number of cycles alter which we check whether we need more accu-

racy or not.
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If we compare this with experiment D, where the adaptation function f(x) = is used, we see
that the actual accuracy follows the adaptation function much better. At the points where it drops
below the adaptation function we raise the accuracy. The result when we use this adaptation func-
tion is that we use a particular accuracy for more than 25 cycles. This is obviously something
we want, rather than directly changing the accuracy until 20 bits is reached.

If we use f(x)
=

as adaptation function, the actual accuracy also follows the adaptation func-

tion closely. We also see that at a certain point (approximately around 12 bits) the accuracy
doesn't change anymore (see experiment G). This occurs because from that point on the function
is (almost) a horizontal line. So the highest accuracy used will be around 12 bits. When we use
more bits we need more iterations. So probably the total number of iterations will be less. In a
way it's not fair to compare this with flexible adaptations that will use higher accuracies than 12
bits. One could ask now: Why should we use more bits, if the network can convergewith 12 bits

or less? To answer this question: If we have a minimum error that is lower than the one we used
here we could need more accuracy to converge.

If we start with an accuracy of 4 bits instead of 1 bit, we see that the results of using the function

f(x) = xas adaptation function, are better. The actual accuracy approaches the function much bet-

ter than in experiment A. For other two adaptation functions the results are almost the same.

If we take steps of size 4 instead of 1 bit, the adaptation functions are followed well in all cases.
The accuracy doesn't change many times now, only 5 times for adaptation function f(x) = x and

f(x) = and only 2 times for adaptation function f(x) = (2)•
This, because the last function uses

no accuracy higher than 12.

Summarizing, the "perfect adaptation function" (if it exists) is hard to find. Also because of the
fact that when an experiment is repeated, the results can differ substantial, much more experi-
ments should be done to get a good impression of the number iterations needed to converge. We

have seen that adaptation function f(x) = gives the most acceptable results.

4.6 Parallelism versus Accuracy

As we have seen in section 4.4, it is possible to introduce reduced accuracy in error back—propa-
gation learning. We already new, from the previous chapter, that we could introduce parallelism
in error back—propagation learning in certain cases.

The last step is now to combine these two, to see if it works together. In other words:

Is it possible to introduce parallelism at the cost of less accuracy in error back—p rop-
agation learning?

To answer this question we did some experiments with the sine function again. We performed

the following experiments:

• using an accuracy of 12 bits so we can perform two computations in parallel

• using an accuracy of 8 bits so we can perform three computations in parallel
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• using an accuracy of 6 bits so we can perform four computations in parallel

The results of repeating a particular experiments several times differed substantial. For this rea-

son we will present here the result of repeating each experiment three times.

General information:
learn rate = 0.9
momentum term = 0.2
maximum number of trainings cycles = 10000

minimum absolute error = 0.01
number of different data patterns = 200
percentage of data used for training 30%

Network information:
learning sine
uses a random initialized 1 3 1 network
uses ordered input
uses "original" parallel method

number of par-
allel computa-

tions

used accuracy number of
cycles needed to

converge

(absolute) aver-
age error over

train--set

(absolute) aver-
age error over

test—set

2 12 >10000 0.024389 0.054808

2 12 3150 0.009992 0.010377

2 12 2550 0.009962 0.011647

used accuracy

8

8

8

number of
cycles needed to

converge

>10000
>10000
>10000

(absolute) aver-
age error over

test—set

0.011279
0.010169
0.009744

number of par-
allel computa-

tions

used accuracy number of
cycles needed to

converge

(absolute) aver-
age error over

train-set

(absolute) aver-
age error over

test-set

4 6 >10000 0.025705 0.024988

4 6 2125 0.009986 0.011517

4 6 >10000 0.0305 16 0.030910

number of par-
allel computa-

tions

3

3

3

(absolute) aver-
age error over

train—set

0.011161

0.010272
0.010415
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As can be seen from these tables the results of a particular experiment are very different. With
2 parallel computations and an accuracy of 12 bits, we see that from the three experiments pre-
sented here only two converge. With 3 parallel computations and an accuracy 8 bits, not one of
the experiments presented converges. However, these experiments do result in an error that al-
most approximates the minimal error. For the last example, using 4 parallel computations with
6 bits accuracy, only one experiment converges. This particularexperiment converges very easi-

ly, namely after 2125 cycles.

It's hard to draw conclusions based on these experiments. To draw a reliable conclusion much
more experiments should be performed. Because the repeated experiments differ so much, the
random initialization is apparently very crucial when less accuracy is used. We also noted this
when we adapted the accuracy in a flexible manner.

4.7 Conclusions

We have seen in section 4.4 that using less accuracy in error back—propagation error is possible.

We can conclude the following:

• The network did converge when an accuracy of 6, 8, 12 or 24 bits was used

• The network didn't need substantially more cycles to converge when less accuracy was
used.

From the experiment done with a flexible accuracy adaptation (section 4.5) we can notice the

following:

• To draw a reliable conclusion with respect to the number of iterations needed, much more
research and experiments should be done. Especially because the initializationof the net-

work strongly influences the results of an experiment.

• From the different adaptation functions used, the function f(x) = gives the best results.
Furthermore starting with an accuracy of 4 bits instead of 1 seems to give rise to better
results.

• In general we can conclude that we need to do much more research to find the "optimal
adaptation function" (if this exist at all).

• We only presented results of experiments done with the sine function. It could be very
well possible that there does not exist a unique "optimal" adaptation function.

If we combine the introduction of parallelism with the use of less accuracy, we've got very differ-

ent results.

From all experiments done we noted one imported issue, namely that the initialization of the net-
work apparently has great influence on the convergence of the network when we use less accura-
cy.

We have seen that it's possible (under certain circumstances) to use less accuracy in error back—

propagation learning. We have also seen that when we combine the introduction of parallelism
with the usage of less accuracy the network did not always converge. What we eventually would
like to achieve is a way to adapt the accuracy flexible together with the usage of parallelism.
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This could be realized in the following way: We start for example with an accuracy of 6 bits and
4 parallel computation, at some point we will change the accuracy to 8 bits, this implies that we
can't use more than 3 parallel computations. Then at a certain point we change the accuracy to
12 bits, which implies 2 parallel computations and we finish with an accuracy of 24 bits with no
parallel computations. The point as which the accuracy should be changed has to been re-

searched. As we saw in section 4.5 this point is hard to determine. But the function f(x) = looks

a acceptable adaptation function.

In our example we learned the sine function until an error of 0.01 was reached. For some applica-
tions this error is probably too high. If we use smaller errors, the accuracy which with weperform
calculation becomes more important. This is also a reason to adapt the accuracy flexible, starting
for example with 6 bits and raising it until 24 bits. Before this could be realized much more re-
search should be done.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommenda-
tions

This work concentrated on the possibilities of introducing parallelism in error back—propagation
learning that is not restricted to the layer—wise composition of neural networks. We also looked
at a possibility to achieve this parallelism on a relative simple architecture, namely by introduc-
ing less accuracy in exchange for parallelism.

The key question of this work was:

Is it possible to introduce parallelism that is not restricted to the layer—wise composition
of neural networks in error back—propagation learning by using less accuracy?

To answer this question we started by looking at traditional gradient descent methods (chapter
2) . We saw that the Newton methods still converged when we used old derivatives. We also saw
that it was possible to change the accuracy without damaging the convergence properties.

After this we turned to error back—propagation learning (chapter 3). Because of the resemblance
with gradient descent we thought that it could be possible to introduce parallelism that is not re-
stricted to the layers. Using such a parallelism implies that we use old values (old errors) and this
was also the case with the Newton methods. It turned out that this was only possible for a certain
class of problems, namely those by whom the input patterns are presented in an ordered way, such

as function approximation problems.

We also looked at the possibilities of using a partially old error, that is use a combination of old
and new errors to update the weights. Although this gives the network more correct information
than the usage of totally old errors does, it does not converge any faster. Even worse, it seems
the network has more difficulties with using a combination of old an new errors than with using
totally old errors.

Another interesting point we observed when using parallelism over the layers was, that when we
used a "too large" network, it learned to ignore the hidden neurons that were computed in parallel
with the output neurons by setting the weights on their incoming and outgoing synapses to values
around zero. In other words parallelism can be introduced if we there is enough redundancy.

Next we observed the possibilities of using less accuracy in error back—propagation learning
(chapter 4). We saw that it was very well possible to use less accuracy without damaging the con-

vergence properties. However, the random initialization becomes more crucial when we use less

accuracy.

We also tried to find a way to adapt the accuracy of multiplications in a flexible manner. It turned
out that the point at which we have to change the accuracy is very hard to determine and we need
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more research to find an "optimal" solution (if one exists at all). For now the adaptation function

f(x) = gives the best results.

Finally, we looked at the results of combining the use of less accuracy with the usage of parallel-
ism. Again, it turned out that the random initialization is very important for the convergence of

the network.

What we eventually like to realize is a way of adapting the accuracy flexible, starting with a small
accuracy and much parallelism. At the right point we have to change to a higher accuracy and
less parallelism. Eventually, we need all the accuracy possible to achieve an optimal conver-
gence. Especially, when we use very small errors the accuracy becomes crucial. In this work we
made a step in the right direction. It can be concluded that before we can realize such a combina-
tion of flexible accuracy adaptation and parallelism, a lot a of extra research need to be done,
especially on the possibilities of flexible accuracy adaptation.
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Appendix A

The Source Code of the Secant
Method

A.1 Description of the Source Code

In this section the source code of secant . c is described as presented in section A.2.

The original source code computes roots of an equation using the Regula Falsi method (section
2.4). This program has been adapted to the Secant method (section 2.5).

A.1 .1 Declarations

The program can be ran with several options, the most important are:

—m the parallel version,
—l the sequential version,
—f flexible accuracy adaptation,
—x output written to an Interleaf file.

For the implementation of the Secant method the variables first and second (1. 39—40,71—72)

have been introduced (instead of the variables left and right). The variable first denotes
the first approximation of the root and second the second approximation. We need two points
to calculate the derivative. The variable first will be read from input. The variable second
is calculated by adding epsilon to first. Because we choose epsilon small (1. 27), the first

approximation of the derivative is a rather good one.

A.1.2 Main
First of all the mode (parallel, sequential etc. ) is determined. Then this mode is printed on the

screen. Next the function getequat ion is called and the first approximation is read. Finally
the equation is solved by calling the function equation....solver.

A.1.3 Get_equation
This function reads the equation that has to be solved from a file. Further the file MATH is used

for generating an mathenatica input file.
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A.1 .4 Equation_solver
This functions starts with the initialization of some variables (1. 228—233). Then the starting val-
ues are computed. The variable first was read from input, the other starting point is computed
by adding epsilon to first. The function fill_node is called twice to computed the func-
tion values belonging to first and second. After this the time this has taken is computed and
the result is generated (get_result) (1. 248—254). Next the derivative is computed (1.
259—264).

Now the initialization is done and the procedure can be repeated (1. 269). There are three types

that we distinguish:
type=1 get the new function value
type=2 get the new x—value
type=3 get the derivative.

Get the derivative:
The derivative is determined and if we perform the procedure sequential, a node is filled with
the information for the computation of the new x—value (1. 276—285).

Get the new x—value:
The new x—value is determined and a node is filled with information to compute the new function

value (1. 290—295).

Get the new function value:
The new function value is determined (1. 301) and if we use the flexible option, the new accuracy
is determined (1. 303—306). Next the function shift_on is called, to determine with which points
we continue our procedure (1. 313). Further if we perform the procedure in parallel, a node is
filled with information to compute the new x—value. Then we fill a(nother) node with informa-

tion to compute the derivative (1. 314—316).

A.1.5 Fill_node
This function finds a free node (1. 367—369), and fills it with information to perform the computa-
tion (1. 371—378). Next it distinguishes the three types described in the previous section, to com-
pute the next x—value, function value or derivative. And calls the appropriate hardware call. Fur-
thermore the time these calls take is stored.

A.1.6 Get_result
This function returns the value of the currently active node.

A.1.7 Shift_on
This function shifts past, now and future values, in the appropriate way. In this case (the secant
method) this means that past gets the value from now and now gets the value from future.

A.1 .8 Setprecision
This function sets the precision according to the current function value (x):
x < —3 precision = 9
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—3 <= x < —0.01 precision = 24 + 15 * x / 3
—0.01 <= x <= 0.01 precision = 24

0.01 < x <= 3 precision = 24 — 15 * x / 3
x > 3 precision = 9

A.2 Source Code

In this section the source code of secant . c is presented. Underlined line numbers are added

or adapted.

A.2.1 Declarations

1 /* a,

Z /* FILE: secant.C VERSION: 3.1 */

/* IN: —/afstudeerwsrk/digilseCaflt DATE:20/05/96 */

4 /* a,

5 1* PURPOSE: To search the relation between the number of machine cycle.,

6 /* required to find the solution to an equation, and the maximum *1

7 / #iterations/cctation. *1

8 /
/* USAGE: Newton (—csILllIfIx>] filename a,

10 / s provides parallel operation for all max. iterations. 5/

11 I m provides parallel operation max. 24 iterations. a,

12 / 1 provides sequential operation for max. 24 iterations. 5/

13 /5 f provides for flexible accuracy adaption. a,

14 / x provides an Interleaf input file. 5/

15 / 5/

.j 1* VERSION: 20/05/96 G.F.Meijering (secant method)

17 1* 18/08/92 L.Spaanenburg & X.Luft (flexible accuracy)

18 / 17/07/92 L.Spaanenburg (provides run—tim. options) a,

19 I 17/06/92 L.Spaan.flburg (original C—code) 5/

20 /5 a,

21
22 #includs <stdio.b>

Øinclude /h,2/rug4/ben/digi1og/cmOdel5/inCludS/digilOg/be1dIare . rtn
24

/*

________

DEFINITIONS

_______________________________________________a,

21fl #define epsilon 0.001

21
29 /5 INTERNAL STRUCTURES

______________________________________a,

30
31 typ.def struct collect (

32 float /a x-value /
33 float f; / function valu, at the x—valu. a/

34 ) POINT; 1* substructure to store an x,f(x)—pair /
35
36 typ.def struct pe (
37 mt type; I type of cc.utation (1, 2 or 3) 5/

38 mt time; /* tins at which the ccutation is finished 5/j POINT first; / x, f—pair to start with 5/

4 POINT second; 1* the second x, f—pair 5/
41 float dfinv; /* derivative at the tins the sod, was activated a/
42 float ras; /5 result of ths computation 5/
43 ) PE; /5 contains all data for a single node computation 1

44
45 /5 INTERNAL ROUTINES

________________________________

*/
46
47 void get_.quationU,
48 mt .quation_solver(short mt flag);
4 mt fill_node(int type, mt tins, POINT first, POINT 5s.cond,
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51
52

53
54

55
56
57

58

59

60
61

62

63

64
65
66
67
68
69

70

U
za
73
74
75
76

77
78
79
80
81
82

83
84

85
86

87

88

89
90

91
92

93
94
95
96
97

98

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

float
mt
void

POINT
P1
mt
short
short
short
short
short
short
mt
short
short
short
char
float
float
mt
mt
FILE

br.aJc;

case l:
if (mode —— 0)
mode — 3;

break;
case 'f':

flexible — 1;
break;

case 'x':
output — 1;
br.ak;

default : printf(lnvalid
}

float dif),
get_result
shift_on
SetPrecision(float value);

/

__________

INTERNAL VARIABLES

now, past, future;
units (101
unitcount = 10;

mt max_it;
mt default_it — 24;
mt it;
mt mode — 0,
mt output — 0;
mt flexible * 0;

tot_it,

5/

1* from past/pairs a future pair is found 5/
1* the Processing Elements 5/

1* the number of Processing Elements 1

1* maximum number of iterations per basic operation /
1* default setting of max_it /

/5 total amount of iterations in a basic operation /

/5 mode of operations (see header) */
/5 interleaf file request(s.e header) 5/

/ flag for accuracy adaption; 1 if active 5/
1* total amount of iterations *1

1* hardware multiplication precision •/
/5 hardware division precision 5/

/5 finite register length 5/
/5 name of the parameter file 5/

/* first approximation •/
/5 second approximation 5// amount of equation coefficients 5// the equation coefficients /

/* output port for MATE data file 5/

mt mult_prec — 24;

mt div..prec= 2;
mt frl — 32;

filenaxne(201;
first,
second;
coeffcount;
coeff (201;

A.2.2 Main
main(int argo, char 55argv)

/5 5/
/5 ACTION: the main procedure calls the equation solver for different 5/

/5 values for max_it: the maximum number of DIGILOG iterations. I
/5 5/

mt result; 1* * machine cycles required for equation solving 5/

mt i, j; 1* local loop variables 5/

/ get from the call arguments, the execution mode and parameter filename 5/

for (mode — 0, filn..m(01 — '\O', i—i; i < argc; i++) (

if (argv(il(0J —= '—') (
for (j — 1; argv(iUj] I— '0'; ++) (

switch (argv(il[jj) C

case 's':
if (mode —. 0)
mode * 1;

break;
case 'a':

if (mode —— 0)
mode * 2;

argumentn)I exit C);

}

}

else (
if (strcmp(filename, \0) == 0) strcpy(filename, argv[iJ);
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116 else {
117 printf(Duplicate filename\n9; exitU,
118 }

119 )

120 }

121
122 /* check on valid call argiments and provide a default for the mode *1

123 if (mod. —= 0) mode • 1;
124 if (strc(fi1enams, "\O) 0) (

125 printf(No parameter fil.\n9,
printf(\nProper call is TestDigilog (—<similifix>] cfil."———>\n9,

127 printf( with 's' for a short overview varying it.rations/op.ration\n9;

128 printf(' with 'm' for a single parallel run with full documentation\n"),

129 priutf( with '1' for a single sequential run with full documentation\n9,
130 printf( with 'V for flexible accuracy adaptionn9i
131 printf(" with 'x' for an Interleaf input file\n),
132 printf( default is 's'\n9;
133 exitO,
134 }

135
if (mode —— 1) (

1.11 printf("short overviewn),

11 if (mode —— 2) (

2.41 printf(parallel\n);
1il
14. if (mode == 3) (

141 printf (sequential\n);
141
j41 if (flexible) (

141 printf(flexible\n);
241
1.41 if (output) (

141 MATH — fopen('math0, a9,
printf(outputn");

152
153 /* get th. parameters from the named file a,

154 get_equation()s
155
156 printf(\n First approximation:);
157 scanf(%f, &first),
158
159 / execute the parallel newton-raphson for the given equation a,

160 if (mode > 1)
161 i default_it — 1;
162 else
163 i—0;
164 for (max_it • default_it, max_it > i; max_it——) (

165 result equation_solver(max_it == default_it),
166 — fill_node(1, result, &past, &futur., 0.0),
167 if (mod. > 1) printf("\nlinal result:\n),
168 printf('(ma.x_it—d) f'l0.7g at x.%1O.7g found in d machine cycles\n,
169 max_it, get_reiult(j), future.x, r.sult),

170 )

171 /**********************a****************************************************/

172 / EXIT main
173 /************* ***************************************/
174 )

175

A.2.3 Get_equation
176 void get_.quation(void)
177

a,

178 /* ACTION: collect from file the equation and the search interval.

179
180 (

181 FILE / input file port 'I
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182 mt / local loop variable */
183
184 /* read from f ii. the equation co.fficient., followed by the interval • *1

185 if ( (FROM • fopen(filenams, r)) —— NULL) (

186 printf(no parameter file 'is found\n);
187 exit(),
188 }

189 fscanf(FROM, %&, &co.ffcount),
190 for (i—0; i<coeffcount; i++)
191 ficanf(FROM, "'i&, &coeff(il): / coeffficients a,

192 fclose (FROM);
193
194 /* echo th, read parameters on the standard output a,
195 printf(nFile 'is contains a 'id—order polyncme\n, filename, co.ffcount—1);

196 printf( the coefficients are:),
197 for (i=0, i<co.ffcount; i++)
198 printf( %&, co.ff(i])g
199

aQQ fprintf(MATE, f —a),

211. for (i — 0, i < co.ffcount; i++) (

2Qa fprintf(MATH, - + 'id x 'id —, co.ff(i], coeffcount — i — 1);

2Q4 fprintf(MATH, \nshow(Plot(f, {x, a, b}], OraphicsU),
205 max_it — 24;206 /' .******************/
207 / EXIT get_equation
208 /**************************************************** ****.a**a**************/
209 }

210

A.2.4 Equation_solver
211 mt equation_solver(short mt flag)
212

*1

213 /* ACTION: to olv, an equation. a,
214 1* *1

215 /* INPUT: short mt flag > 1 for initial print request; otherwise 0 */

216 a,

217 /* OUTPUT: mt () > total amount of machine cycl.s a,

218 /
219 (

220 mt ti; / current time a,
221 mt itime; / time of last update a,

222 mt silence; / 1 if there are still active units a,

223 mt index; / index to active unit *1

224 mt clock; 1* scheduling clock *1

225 float dfinv; 1* inverse derivative *1

226 FILE *INTERLEAF; / output port for INTERLEAF data file *1

227
228 /* initialize the variables a,

229 for (index—0; index c unitcount; index++)
230 units(indexj .time — —1;

231 past.x — now.x = future.x — 0;

232 past.f now.f — futu.re.f = 0,

233 tot_it — time = clock — 0;

234
235 if (output —— 1) C

236 INTERLEAF — fopen(interleaf0, a9;
237 )

238
239 /* compute tho starting values a,

240 past.x — first + epsilon;
241 fill_node(1, time, &future, &past, 0.0);

242 now.x — first,
243 fill_node(i, time, afuture, know, 0.0),
244 if (flag —— 1)
245 printf("\nStarting search at point ('i10.7g,'i10.7g)n,
246 first, uniti(lJ.res);
247
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248 ltime — 0;
249 if (ltizne < units(O].time)
250 ltime unit.(O].time;
251 past.f — get_r.sult(0);
252 if (ltime < units(1J.tims)
253 ltiine units(1).time;
254 now.f — get_result(1),
255 if (fl.xible) (

256 Setpracision(now.f)s
257 printf(pracision %d\n, ilt_pr.c);
258 }

259 index — fill_nods(3, ltime, apast, anow, 0.0),
260 if (ltime < units(0J.time)
261 itime — units (01 .tims,
262 dfinv • getresult(0);
263 if (flag —— 1) (

264 printf(" Xnitial derivative is i0.7g\n\n, dfinv)
265 }

266 /* perform the iterative cousputation over the nod.s *1

267 time = clock — ltime;
268 fill_node(2, time, &past, &now, dfinv);
269 for (ltime — 0, time = clock + 1, time < (clock + 10000); tia.++) (

270 silence — 1;
271 for (index=0, index < unitcount; index++) (
272 if (units(indexl.time I. —1) silence — 0;
273 if (units(index] .time —. time) (
274
275 I got the new derivative *1

276 if (uuits(ind.xJ.type == 3) (

277 dfinv = get_result(index);
278 if(mode>l)(
279 printf((#cyclei.'d) , time);
280 printf(xvalue10 .7g function=10.7g derivative—10.7g\n,
281 future.x, futur..f, dfinv);
282 fprintf(INTERLAP,d '10.7g \n, time, future.x);
283 )

284 if (mode —— 3)
285 fill_node(2, time, &past, &now, dfinv);
286
287 / get th. new x—value 1

288 }

289 else
290 if (uniti(index].type —• 2) (

291 printf((5.5g,5.5g)\n, now.x, now.f);
292 fprintf9Tfl, \npoint((5.5g,%5.5g}],, now.x, now.f);
293 units(index] . second.x • g.t_reiult(index);
294 fill_nod.(1, time, &(units(indexl.first), &(units(indexl second),
295 dfinv);
296
297 I get the now function value *1

298 }

299 else
300 if (units(index].typ. —— 1) (

301 futur..f — get_r.sult(index);
302 future.x — units(indexj.second.x;
303 if (flexible) (
304 Betprecision(futur..f);
305 printf(future pr.cision d\n, multprec)i
306 )

307 if(mode>1)(
308 printf((#cycles.%d) ", time);
309 printf(xvalue=10.7g function=tlO.7g derivative=t10.7g\n,

310 future.x, future.f, dfinv),

311 fprintf(flITERLZAI,%d l0.7g \n, time, future.x),
312 }

313 if (shift_on() — 0) (

314 if (mode I— 3)

315 fill_nod.(2, time, apast, &now, dfinv);

316 fill_nods(3, time, &past, &now, dfinv),
317 }

318
319 /* do not know what to get *1
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320 }

321 else (
322 printf(illegal operation on a nod.n);
323 exit(),
324 }

325 )

326 )

327 if (silence —s 1)
328 br.ak,
329 ltime++;
330 }

331 if (futur..f > 0.02 future.f < —0.02)
332 ltia. — 1 * (clock + ltime),
333 •lse
334 ltims +— clock,
335 if (output —— 1) (

336 fclose(INTZRLZAP)?
fprintf(ITH, b}JJ\n9;

338 fprintf(MATE, cycles — d, time),
fclos.(TH);

340 }

341 / *

342 / EXIT equation_solver *1

343
344 return (lti.iae);
345 }

346

A.2.5 Fill_node

347 mt fill_nod.(int type, mt time, POINT *fjrst, POINT second, float dif)
348 *1

349 /* ACTION: to fill a computing node with information, perform the */

350 / desired computation and schedule the result for th. future. *1

351 / */

352 / INPUT: mt type > type of calculation to be performed */

353 /* by th node 1

354 /* mt time > current time *1

355 /* POINT *first > first approximation

356 /* POINT *a.cnd > second appro4tion *1

357 1* float dif > last ccuted deriv*tive *1

358
*1

359 1* OUTPUT: mt C) > index of the activated node

360
*1

361 C

362 mt i; /* local loop variable */
363 mt index, /* free unit *1

364
365 /* finds a free unit and filles it with past, present and future */

366 /* information *1

367 for (index — —1, i — 0; i c unitcount && index —— —1; i++) C

368 if (units(i].time —— —1)

369 index — i;

370 }

371 if (index I— —1) C

372 units (index] . type • type;

373 units (index] . time = time;

374 units(mndex].first.x — (*first).x,

375 units(index].second.x — (*.econd).x,

376 units(index].firit.f = (*firit).f,

377 units(index].seCond.f — (*second).f,

378 units(index].dfinv — dif,
379
380
381 /* cute the next function value *1

382 if (type —— 1) C

383 units(ind.xj.res — (float) coeff(0],
384 for (i—i; jccoeffcount; i++) (

385 units[indexl.res — coeff(ij +
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386 (float) HW_multiply(units(indeX] .s.cond.x,units(indexj .rss,

387 &it, max_it, iltprec, in),
388 units(index] .time += it+l,

389 }

390 / compute the next x-value C,

391 }

392 else
393 if (type == 2) (

394 unit.(indexj.res — units(ind.x].s.cond.x —

395 (float) EW_ultiply( unititindex) .second.f, units(ind.xl .dfinv,

396 &it, max_it, mult_prec, in);
397 units[index].tiae += it + 1;
398 1* ccmput. the derivative C,

399 }

400 .1.. (
401 units(index].res —
402 HW_divid.((douhle) (units(index] .s.cond.x — units(index] .fir.t.x),
403 (unit,(index].second.f — units(indsxj.finit.f),
404 &it, max_it, div_prec, in);
405 units(indexj.time +— it + 2,
406 )

407
408 }

409 /***************************** **********************************************/
410 1 EXIT fill_nod. *-

411 /*************************** *t*******•*•
412 return (index),
413 }

414

A.2.6 Get_result
415 float g.t_result(int index)
416 1*

*-

417 /* ACTION: to reset an active computing node. C,

418 1*

419 / INPUT: mt index > index to node involved in the computation *-

420 /*

421 /* OUTPUT: mt () > result of last performed computation *-

422
423 {

424 units[indexj.ti.me — —1;

425
426 /* EXIT get_result *-

427
428 return (unitg(indexj.res);
429 )

430

A.2.7 Shift_on
431 mt ghift_on(void)
432

*-

433 /* ACTION: to store a future solution as now. *-

434
*-

435 /* OUTPUT: mt () > 1 or —l if information is updated; otherwise 0 *1

436
5/

437 (

438 mt active — 0; 1* if 0, no value update required; otherwise 1/—i *1

439
440 I find out whether the future value ii really different *-

441
i4a if (now.x t- future.x) (

441 active — 1;

444 past.x — now.x;
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past.f — now.f;
now.x — future.x;
now.f — future.f;

/
1* EXIT shift_on
/
return (active);

A.2.8 SetPrecision

455 void S.tPrecision(float value)
456 /
457 / ACTION: to adapt the pr.cision according to th. current function /
458 / value. *1

459 1* *1

460 / OUTPUT: void C) > new isultiplication precision.

461 1
462 (

463 (

464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484 }

4461
448
449
450
451
452
453 }

454

if (value >— 0.0)
if (value > 3)
nult_prec = 9;

else
if (value > 0.01)
multprec — 24 — 15 * value/3;

else
rmalt_prec = 24;

}

else (
if (value < —3)
mult_prec • 9;

else
if (value < —0.01)
nult_prec = 24 + 15 * value/3;

else
mult_prec — 24;

}

/
/* EXIT S.tpr.cision *1

/ .*************•******** ************************************************** **/
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Appendix B

Parallel Implementations of the
Error Back—Propagation Learning
in InterAct

B.1 Error Back—Propagation in InterAct

For the development and training of neural networks we use InterAct. With—in InterAct a wide

range of standard calls are available. For example calls for creating a network, adding or deleting

a neuron, choosing a learn—rule, initializing a network, evaluating a network, learning a network,
and many more. Furthermore it's possible to start some observations to visualize how a network

is learning.

If we have a network, this network can be trained, according to the original (sequential) back—
propagation algorithm, using the following InterAct—calls:

Forward pass:

• set_Sinput(inputs, nr_inputs, &status)

This function sets the input—patterns, from the array inputs, on the input neurons.

• calcStart_evalu(OL, hidden_Slist, &statuB)

This function evaluates the network for the specified neurons. In this case it updates the

values of the hidden neurons (hidden_Slist) according to equations (3.1) and (3.2).

• calc_Start_evalu(OL, output_SliBt, &status)

The same as the previous function, but now the values of the output neurons are updated.

Backward pass:

• set...Starget(targetB, nr_targets, &status)

This function calculates the errors of the output neurons, using the targets specified in
the array targets. Further all errors of the other neurons are set to zero.

• calc_Start_learn(OL, output_Slist, astatus)

This function performs a learn—cycle for the specified neurons. In this case all weights

on the incoming synapses of the output neurons (output_Suet) are adapted, accord-
ing to equation (3.10). Further the errors of these neurons are propagated back through
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the network to the neurons in the previous layer. This means that the errors of these last
neurons are raised accordingly.

• calc_Start_learn(OL, hidden_Slist, &atatus)
The same as the previous function, but now the weights of the incoming synapses of the
hidden neurons are adapted.

These calls take for granted that the neurons are updated layer by layer, which is usually the case
by error back—propagation. But if we want to change the computational order in which the neu-
rons are updated, we find some difficulties with this implementation.

input neurons

hidden neurons

output neurons

Figure B.1: A 2—3—2feedforward neural network

These difficulties will be explained by the following example. Assume we have a 2—3—2
feedforward neural network as shown in figure B. 1. The main problem lies in the fact that when
the call aet_Starget is performed, the errors of neurons 3,4 and 5 are set to zero. Normally,
when using the "sequential" procedure, this is not a problem but even a necessity. Namely, if we
perform caic_Start_learn for neuron 6, the function performs two major task:

• The weights on the incoming synapses of neuron 6 are updated using the error of neuron
6 (see equation (3.10)).

• The errors of neurons 3,4 and 5 are raised according to the back—propagated error of neu-
ron 6 (see equation (3.9)).

If this is repeated for neuron 7, the errors of neurons 3, 4 and 5, will get the right values. (Using
the "sequential" procedure this is repeated, because we perform it for the whole output list
caic Start learn(OL, output.Sliat, &status).)

If we use the "parallel" procedure, that is perform some updates in parallel, the above does give

a problem. When we for example want to perform calc.Start....learn for neurons 7, 6 and

5 in parallel, the error of neuron 5 is become zero. While want we to find an "old" error. So we
would update the weights by using an error with value zero, instead of updating it with an "old"
value.
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B.2 Parallel InterAct—Implementation of the "Original" Version

As mentioned in section B. 1 adapting the learning—procedure to a parallel version gives some
problem. We can solve these problems by adapting the procedure in the following way. Hereby
we assume that the forward pass has been performed.

B.2.1 Description of the Source Code

The original version is implemented as presented below. The source code can be found in section
B.2.2. The line numbers refer to the numbers in this section. The source code is direct imple-
mentation of the algorithm as presented in section 3.2.4.

1. Copy the errors of all neurons and store them in the array old_error (lines 19—20).

2. Initialize the array error_used to zero. This array will be used to check whether an error
is already propagated back or not (line 23).

3. Compute the errors of the output neurons, using the targets specified in the array targets
and set all errors of the other neurons are to zero (line 27). This is done by the InterAct—call
set_Starget.

4. If the error is not a new error, that is if the error is zero or partially changed, than we will
use the old error. For this we use the old error of the neuron, which is stored in old_error
(lines 42—62).

5. Compute the error signal of the neuron and store the result in a temporary variable (lines
64—69).

6. Compute for all feeding neurons the contribution to the error of these neurons and compute
the update for the synapses. Store these results in temporary variables (lines 7 1—98).

7. Compute the new bias and store this in a temporary variable (lines 100—105).

8. Repeat steps 4,5,6 and 7 for all neurons that should be performed in parallel (line 35—108).

9. Copy the temporary variables to the real variables (line 111—128).

10. Set flag error_used. This means that the error of this neuron has been propagated back
(lines 129—130).

11. Repeat steps 9 and 10 for the same neurons that are performed in parallel in step 8 (line
110—132).

12. Steps 8,9,10 and 11 should be repeated for all groups of neurons that should be performed
in parallel (line 33—133).

B.2.2 Source Code of the Original Version

1 void OriginalParailsi (void)
2 1

3 nouron_Sid_t i, J, output_iufo(NR_NEURONSIi
4 get_Sinput_info_t input_info (NR_NURONS]I
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5 out_St bps, y, delta, tenpbp.(NR_NZVBONS + 1];
6 long nrpar, nr, nr_i, nr_outputs, nr_inputs;
7 weight_St w, deltaw,
8 tempw(NR_NKURONS + 1] (NR_NEURONS + 13;
9 bias_St bias, deltabias,
10 mt newerror;
11
12
13 /* backward pass /
14
15 /* initialization */

16 for (i — ii i <= NR_NEURONS, i++) (

17

18 I olderror i • bps i /

19 get_Sneuron_error(i, 8bps, &status);
20 olderrortil — bps;
21
22 / errorussd — false */

23 errorussd(i] — 0;
24 )

25
26 Ia bps i — y — 4
27 set_Starget(outputl, NR_OUTPUTS, &atatus);
28
29 /* learn */

30 I get last neuron *1
31 i = NR_NEURONS;
32 I main loop: repeat until input layer ii reached */
33 while (tlslnputCi)) C

34 /* pseudo parallel loop 1

35 for (nrpar 0; (nrpar<N) && (llilnput(i)): nrpar++) (

36
37
38 1* if a neuron is not an output neuron check it's

39 error 1

40 if (IxsOutput(i)) C

41
42 / newerror — true /

43 newerror — 1;
44 get_Sneuron_outputs Ci, output_info, &nr_outputs,
45 &status);
46
47 for (ax 0; nr < nr_outputs; nr++) (
48 • output_info(nr);
49 if (!errorused(jl) (
50
51 / newerror — false */

52 nawerror — 0;
53 }

54 }

55 1* if the error is not totally updated use old

56 error /

57 if (!newerror) (

58 I bps i = olderror i */

59 i.t_Serror_random(i, 0, olderror(i],
60 olderrorti], old.rror(i], 1.0,

61 rand_Sdur, astatus);
62 }

63 )

64 get_sneuron_error(i, 8bps, &status)
65 gst_Sneuron_output(i, &y, astatus);
66
67
68 I delta i — y i * (1 y j) * bps i /
69 delta — y a (1 — y) * bps;
70
71 /* get feeding neurons */

72 g.t_Sn.uron_inputs (i, input_info, liar_inputs,
73 listatus);

74 for (nr — 0; nr < nr_inputs; nr++) (
75 j — input_info (nrj .fr_id;
76 get_Sneuron_srror(j, 8bps, listatus);
77 w a input_info(nr] .weight;
78
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79 1* tbp.J =bpej +d.ltai *wij *-

80 if (nrpar"0) (
81 /* for every neuron that is considered as first

82 parallel: tbpe J = bpe J + delta i * w

83 t.mpbpe(J] — bpe + d.lta * ii;
84 }

85 else (
86 / for all other neurons:
87 tebpe = tabp. j + delta i j */
88 teihp.U3 = tbp.(jJ + delta *

89 }

90 d.ltav — w — oldw(iJ(JJ;
91 oldiv(i] (] =
92 get_sneuron_output(i, &y, &status);

93
94 /* tW ij — w ij + alpha * deltaw +

95 eta*deltai*y1*/
96 t.w(i]U] — w + LEARN MOMENTUII * deltaw +

97 LARNP.ATE * delta A

98 )

99
100 /* biases */

101 get_Sneuron_bias(i, &bias, &status);
102 deltabias — bias — oldw(i]L0],
103 oldw(i] (0] = bias;
104 teznpw(i] (0] — bias + LEAPNjI0INTUX * d.ltabias +

105 LEARN_RATE * delta,
106
107 i——;
108 )

109 i.i+nrpar;
110 for (nr — 1, nr <= nrpar; nr++) (
111 / get feeding neurons *l

112 get_sn.uron_inputs(i, input_info, &nr_inputs,
113 astatus);
114 for (nr_i = 0, nr_i < nr_inputi; nr_i++) {

115 = input_info(nr_i].fr_id,
116 1* bpe j — tebp. j */
117 s.t_Serror_randa(L 0, tbp.(j], t.bp.(],
118 tebp.UJ, 1.0, rand_Sdr,
119 &status);
120
121 /*wi =tepwi *1
122 set_S eight_randcet(S, i, 0, 0, 1, tempw(i](fl,
123 tew(i](], tenw(i]U3, 1.0,
124 rand_Sunifor, &status);
125 }

126 set_Sbias_rando(i, 0, tew(i](0J, tempw(ij(0],
127 tw(i](0], 1.0, rand_Sduy,
128 &status);
129 I arrorused i = true /
130 .rrorus.d(i] — 1;
131 i——i
132 }

133 )

134 )

B.3 Parallel InterAct—Implementation of the "Special" Version

In this section the implementation of the special version is presented. Instead of updating incom-
ing synapses, this version updates outgoing synapses. Again, we assume that the forward pass

has been performed.

B.3.1 Description of the Source Code

The special version is implemented as presented below. The source code can be found in section
B.3.2. The line numbers refer to the numbers in this section. The source code is direct imple-
mentation of the algorithm as presented in section 3.7.2.
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1. Compute the error of the current neuron (lines 29 and 33—48).

2. For hidden neurons compute the weight updates for the outgoing synapses and store the
results in temporary variables (lines 51—59).

3. Compute the error signal of the current neuron and store this in a temporary variable (lines
67).

4. Compute the new bias and store this in a temporary variable (lines 69—74).

5. Repeat steps 1,2,3 and 4 for all neurons that should be performed in parallel (line 2 1—79).

6. Copy the temporary variables to the real variables (line 111—128).

7. Repeat step 6 for the same neurons that are performed in parallel in step 5 (line 87—114).

12. Finally steps 5 , 6 and 7 should be repeated for all groups of neurons that should be per-
formed in parallel (line 19—115).

B.3.2 Source Code of the Special Version

1 void Sp.cialParallsl (void)
2 (
3 n.uron_Sid_t j, k, output_info (NR_NEURONSJ,
4 out_St e, y, delta,
5 tdelta[NR_NEURONS + 11;
6 long nrpar, nr, nr_o, nr_outputs;
7 get_Sconnection_info_t synapse;
8 weight_St w, deltaw,
9 teiw(NR_NZURONS + 1] (NR_NERONS + 1);
10 bias_St bias, deltabias;
11 neuron_Bid_t first_output;
12
13 get_Sid_neuron (get_Soption_first, OL, output_Bust,
14 NULL, &first_output, &status);

15 /* backward pass /
16 /* get last neuron *1
17 J NR_NEVRONS;
18 / main loop: repeat until input layer is reached */

19 while (1 >— 1) (

20 /* pseudo parallel loop */
21 for (nrpar • 0; (nrpar < N) 44 (j >. 1); nrpar++) (
22
23 /*getyj 5/

24 get_Sneuron_output(, &y, &status);
25
26 if (IsOutput(j)) (
27 I compute the error of neuron j
28 / Get proper index in output array /
29 e = outputs(j — first_output] —

30 )

31 else (
32 /5 compute the error of neuron j
33 e—0.0,
34 get_Sneuron_outputs (j, output_info, &nr_outputl,
35 &status),
36 for (nr_o • 0; nr_o c nr_outputl; nr_o++) (
37 k = output_info(nr_o]j
38
39 1 get delta k *1
40 get_Sneuron_error(k, &delta, astatus);
41
42 /getwkJ */
43 synapse.to_id =
44 synapse.from_id = ii
45 synapse.to_site — site_Sdefault_site;
46 get_sinfo_connection(lisynapie, &status);
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47 w - synapss.weight;
48 e_e+delta*WI
49
50 / conipute deltaw kJ *1
51 d.ltaw - w — oldw(k](jJ,
52
53 / store 'old' w kj I
54 oldw(kJU] —
55
56 I compute the new weight and store th. new
57 weight in a tenorary variabl, •/
58 tempw(k] (J] — w + LRARN_MOMZNTUX * deltaw +

59 LZAPN RATE a delta *

60
61 )

62 }

63
64 if (tlslnput(1)) (

65 / store the error signal delta in a torary
66 variable */
67 tempdelta(j] y * (1 — y) * a;
68
69 /*bjas*/
70 get_Bneuron_bias(j, &bias, &itatul);
71 deltabia. — bias — oldw(](0];
72 oldw(](0] — bias
73 tempw(j] (01 = bias + LEABN_MO1NTU1C * deltabias +

74 LARN RATE * tdelta (ii;
75 )
76
77 / get previous neuron /
78
79 } / pseudo parallel loop */
80
81
82 / no nrpar denotes the number of neurons that are
83 updates pseudo—parallel, these nrpar neurons

84 should be really updated, so copy th. temporary
85 variables to the real variables •/
86 =+nrpar;
87 for (nr — 1; nr <— nrpar; nr++) (
88 if (llsxnput(j)) (

89 1* copy delta */
90 set_Berror_randctj, OL, tempdelta(jI,
91 tempdeltaUl, t.d.lta(j], 1.0,
92 rand_Sdur, &status);
93
94 / copy bias */
95 set_Sbias_randc.i(j, OL, tempw(jJ(01. tempw(](0],
96 t.mpw(fl(0], 1.0, rand_Sdu',
97 &status);
98 }

99
100 if (XsOutput(J)) (
101 /* copy weights */

102 get_sneuron_outputs (j, output_info, &nr_outputs,
103 &statul);
104 for (nr_o — 0; nr_o < nr_outputsi nr_o++) (
105 k — output_info(nr_o];
106 .et_sweight_rand(j, k, 0, 0,
107 site_Sd.fault_sits,

108 tw(k](j1, t.mpw(k](jJ,
109 tempw(k](fl, 1.0, rand_Sdu',
110 astatus),
111 )

112 }

113
114 }

115 }/* main loop */
116 /* end of backward pass /
117 )
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Appendix C

Implementation of Using
Less Accuracy in Error
Back—Propagation

C.1 Description of the Source Code

Here will describe the implementation of the flexible accuracy adaptation as presented in C.2.

To use less accuracy, the function HW_Multiply (lines 1—60) stops its iteration if the desired

accuracy is reached (lines 53—54).

In the two parallel methods described before, every multiplication ath, will be replaced with
Multiply(a, b). This function performs the HW_Multiply and thus performs a multi-
plication with a certain accuracy. Furthermore it computes the number of iterations and multi-

plications (lines 63—73).

The function f (x) performs the appropriate function for x (lines 76—86).

The function get_adaptation computes the variables a and b by solving y = a f (x) +b for
(min_acc, error_mit) and (max_acc + 1, error_des) (lines 89—109).

The function adapt computes y = a f (x) +b (lines 111—115).

In lines 120—143 we check whether the accuracy needs to be adapted or not. After the first 25
cycles, we compute a and b according to get_adaptation (lines 124—129). After all other
multiples of 25 we check according to adapt whether we need to raise the accuracy. If this is
needed we raise the accuracy with flex_step (lines 13 1—138).

C.2 Source Code

1 double HW_multiply(float a, float b, short *j,
2 short nit, short prec, short fri)

3 /* •1

4 / ACTION: multiplies A with B by the usual s.ri.s/ *1

5 1* parallel principle *1

6 / a * b— 2(+k) + 2k * Ca for all '1' in b */

7 1* wherein a 2Aj + oa and b= 2Ak + ob
8 / taking 24—bits inputs and leaving a 49—bit result.

9 /* •/
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10 /* INPUT: float a > multiplicand value a,

11 I float b > multiplier valu. a,
12 /* short mit > maximum number of iterations

13 /* short proc > max. * bits in result w.r.t.

14 /* leading '1' a,

15 /* short fri > finite register length

16 /* (inop.rativ. if 32) *1

17 / a,
18 / OUTPUT: short aj > number of iterations

19 /* double () > the result of the a,
20 / multiplication *-

21 1* a,
22 / * REXABX: An IEEE-standard floating-point number has */
23 /* a 23—bits mantissa, but the leading '1' is
24 / not explicitly stored. This brings the rang.
25 / to 24—bits.
26 /* a,

27 (

28 /* default parameter settings a,
29 result — *it — 0; factor — sign — 1;
30
31 1* make a and b positive and save sign of the *1

32 multiplication result *1

33 if (a c 0) ( a —a; sign —sign; }

34 if (b < 0) ( b —b, sign — —sign; )
35
36 / separate exponent and mantissa for both the numbers •/

37 while (a < constantl && a I— 0) ( a 2, factor 2; )

38 while (b < constantl && b I— 0) ( b — 2, factor 2; }

39 if ( (A — (int) a) —— 0 (B = (int) b) —— 0) return 0,

40
41 /* imiltiply according to the USUAL recursive fozula
42 for (; A —0 && B 1—0 && * < mit;)
43 ( first(A, afA), A —— (1 c< fA);
44 if ( (ihA — fA — tn) < 0) shA — 0,
45 first(B, &fB), B —— (1 << fB)
46 result +— interm —

47 (double) (1 << fA) (double) (1 << fB) +

48 (double) (1 <c f3) * ((A >> shA) << shk);
49 A +. (1 << fA); (*it)++,

50
51 /* break on exceeding the required coutationa1
52 precision
53 fR — inap.ct(result); fI • insp.ct(intsrm);
54 if ( (fR — U) ' prec) ( result —— interm, break, }

55 }

56 /** *aaaaa*aaa.aaaaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaa*aa**aa**aaaa**********a/
57 / EXIT Eli_multiply a,
58 /aaa*aaaaaaaaaa**aaaaaa*aaaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaa****a*************/
59 return ((double) ((sign a result))/factor);
60 )

61
62
63 out_St Xultiply(float a, float b)
64 (

65 double result,
66 short it,
67
68 r.sult — HW_ultiply(a, b, ait, 24, ACCURACY, 32),
69 nr_it +— it;
70 nr_mul ++;
71
72 r.turn((out_St) result);
73 )
74
75
76 float f(int x)
77 (

78 if (FLEX_VERSION —= 3) (
79 roturn(1 I (float) (2 << (x—1)));
80 )

81 else if (FLEX_VERSION —. 2) (

82 return(l / (float) x),
83 )
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84 else
85 return((float) x),
86 }

87
88
89 void g.t_adaptation(int min_acc, float •rror_init,
90 mt .x_acc, float error_des,

91 float *a, float *b)
92 /* solve y = a f(x) + b for (min_acc, error_mit) and
93 (max_acc + 1, error_des) */

94
95 (

96 float min_acc_f,
97 float max_acc_fi
98
99
100 max_acc ++;
101
102 min_acc_f — f(min_acc)i
103 ax_acc_f • f(max_acc);
104
105
106 (*a) = (error_des — error_mit) /

107 (max_acc_f — min_acc_f):
108 (*b) — error_mit — (*a) * min_acc_f;
109 )

110
111 float adapt(float a, float b, mt x)
112 (

113 /* cut• y = a f(x) + b •/

114 returu(a * 1(x) + b),
115 }

116
117
118
119
120 if (cycles % 25 — 0) (

121
122
123 if (flexible) (
124 if (first_time) (

125 g.t_adaptation(ACCURACY,
126 train_error[03 / nr_trainpatterns,
127 24, MIN_ERROR, &a, &b);
128 first_time — 0;
129 )

130 else (
131 if (adapt(a, b, ACCURACY + flex_step)
132 train_.rror(0I / ni_train_patterns) (

133 if (ACCURACY < 24) (

134 ACCURACY +— flex_step;
135 printf("changing the accuracy to d\n,
136 ACCURACY),
137 )

138 )

139 )

140 }

141
142
143 }

144
145
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